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In this dissertation my study of the Book of Haggai was done by means of historical-critical 
exegesis. By entering into the sociological and historical world of Haggai I have attempted 
to reconstruct the political and religious settings operative at that time in order to gain a 
deeper understanding of the oracles of Haggai. 
The dissertation commences with the destruction of the First Temple and the fall of Judah. 
The elite in Jerusalem are exiled by their Babylonian conquerors. The people who 
remained behind lived in a state of economic depression, yet they rally together and soon 
the sacrificial cult is resumed. New leaders come to the fore in both the religious and 
political arenas. 
Meanwhile the exiled people are living in an economic prosperous country and soon the 
exiled King of Judah is allowed to eat at the table of the Babylonian king. 
Some years later the Persians conquer the Babylonians. Cyrus the Persian king adopts an 
attitude of religious tolerance and provides financial assistance to restore the temples of 
his subjects for entirely selfish reasons. In this way the Persian rulers gained popularity 
and the loyalty of their subjects. King Darius needed to ensure stability in Yehud (Judah) 
so he returns the Davidide scion Zerubbabel together with Jehozadak the high priest in 
exile, to Jerusalem. 
On the basis of Trito-Isaiah a number of biblical scholars have identified two main groups 
who may be classified as being either pro-Isaiah or pro-Ezekiel both of whom looked 











It was at this time that the prophet Haggai exhorts all the people to support Zerubbabel 
and Jehozadak and to reconstruct the Temple of the God of Israel. Haggai succeeds with 
clever rhetoric to gain the cooperation of the people. 
In his second major oracle Haggai addresses the priests and by means of analogy 
condemns the immorality that was taking place. 
His third major oracle is directed at Zerubbabel and expresses the hope that with the 
support and assistance of the God of Israel, Zerubbabel will become a king of Judah. 
Haggai attempts to re-establish the old order of kingship and temple cult in Jerusalem. He 
succeeds in re-establishing the temple cult and the Zadokite priesthood is restored giving 
them control of temple matters once again. 
Amongst the duties of Jehozadak would have been the collection of taxes for the Persian 
government. The taxes were in form of money and provisions that would then be used to 
provide for the needs of the Persian army on its way to Egypt. 
In his endeavour to restore the "king" of Judah Haggai is however unsuccessful. A careful 
study reveals that an underlying element of opposition had remained in Jerusalem since 
the fall of Judah. This leads me to conclude that Zerubbabel met a similar fate to that of 
Gedaliah, the first governor of Yehud. The fear of Persian reprisals became the motive for 
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THE MESSAGE OF THE PROPHET HAGGAI 
A socio-political approach 
Preface 
1 
The purpose of this dissertation is to show how the political background of Yehud 
played out under Persian rule as well as the major impact the policies of the 
Persian monarch had on the re-establishment of the temple-cult of Israel. 
Furthermore it is an attempt to explain how the various religious parties struggled in 
order to gain the monopoly over the Temple in Jerusalem. This will be done against 
the backdrop of the prophet Haggai's message to the people in Yehud. 
Haggai's oracles had two main objectives. First he calls the people to rebuild the 
destroyed Temple and then he speaks about God's promise to the scion of David, 
Zerubbabel. The main undertone of the promise being that Zerubbabel will be the 
one to rule as monarch. 
The dissertation investigates the various political rival groups which functioned in 
conjunction with the co-political parties in their attempt to gain control of both the 
leadership in the Temple and of the province Yehud. 
I seek to understand why it was that Zerubbabel failed in spite of the great 
expectations that were entertained about his future as a monarch and conclude the 












Chapter 1 provides a description of the fall of Jerusalem at the hands of the 
Babylonians and the events consequent to this. The arrival of the Persian King, 
Cyrus was the beginning of a new era as he implemented his polices of tolerance 
to his subjects encouraging their loyalty and putting an end to the rule of cruelty 
accompanied by the displacement of subjects such as had been the case with his 
predecessors the Babylonians. 
Chapter 2 takes a brief look at some of the sociological factors that influenced 
events in Yehud during the Persian period. 
Linking with chapter 2, chapter 3 takes a look at the various ideologies, which were 
practised in Yehud during the period following on the destruction of the First 
Temple. The development of the various ideologies both political and religious 
would become the seeds which grow into powerful sub-groups vying for leadership 
and control of the Temple cult. The moment was ripe for change to come about 
since the House of David and the Priesthood who had the monopoly of the First 
Temple had come to an end in Yehud with the fall of Jerusalem. These former 
leaders could survive in name only since they had become the servants of the 
Persians exiled to Babylonia. This vacuum allowed for previous minority groups to 
develop under the tolerant eyes of their Persian rulers. 
Chapter 4 delves into at the economic opportunities that existed hand in hand with 
the temple cults. The gods who were worshipped at the temples were responsible 











economically and politically. The temple cults were an important factor in the 
strategies employed by the Persian kings as they worked towards dominating and 
controlling the whole of the then known ancient world. 
Before analysing the contents of the Book of Haggai, the literary style of the Book 
as well as the rhetoric employed by the prophet Haggai are discussed in chapters 5 
and 6. 
The content of the Book of Haggai is discussed in chapters 7 -10. Chapter 7 deals 
with the oracle that calls the people to rebuild the Temple. The prophet makes his 
audience aware of the consequences of their disobedience and what the ensuing 
rewards would be if they heed his words. Haggai concludes his message with 
words of encouragement to his audience to persevere and complete the. task at 
hand. 
Chapter 8 takes a closer look at the audience and the message contained in 
Haggai 2.1-9. The prophet's message takes on an eschatological tone. Before long 
the Temple will be restored to her former glory and riches. 
The next oracle of Haggai is examined and is dealt with in chapter 9. This oracle 
takes on a tenor of its own. It is in the form of a dialogue rather than an oracle. A 
careful analysis is made not so much of the content of the conversation, but rather 












Chapter 10 discusses the penultimate oracle and comprises of Haggai 2.15-19. 
Haggai reverts back to a discussion on the drought and again promises 
abundance. The moment when the foundations of the Temple are completed will be 
a turning point. The hardships will end and prosperity will ensue. 
The eschatological dimensions of Haggai's concluding oracle are explored in 
chapter 11 while chapter 12 takes a close look at the promise made to Zerubbabel. 
The confidence that God has in Zerubbabel is expressed and an enquiry is made 
into what the significance is of Zerubbabel being made "as a signet for God". 
Chapter 13 is an investigation into the possible reason as to why the great 













Jerusalem under foreign rule 
It was during the rejgn of the King Zedekiah, when Judah was a vassal state of 
Babylonia, that the Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar II attacked and captured 
Jerusalem, the capital of Judah. In the year 586 BCE the Babylonian armies looted 
the city and destroyed the grand Temple (2 Kings 25; Jeremiah 52.17-34) (Miller & 
Hayes 1986:408-409): 
'~lCa,~~~ 1~~? iT~~ iT'J~~r.u~t;I n~~ lC"i) W1n? iT~?~f "~"QqiJ WJ"n;}18 
C.?vJ1'~ '?~~-1~9 ,~~ C"r:r~~-:Jj 1?~':l!1:J~ lC~ '?~~-1~9 
'?i'~ n"~-'?f-n~! C.?vJ1'~ "tI~-'?f n~! l~~iJ n"~-n~: iT~iT~-n"~-n~ 'l"~~j9 
!W~~ 'lj~ 
!C"n!1t!)-::J' 'WlC C"":JtD::> '?"n-'?::> i~n) ::J"::JO C '?Wi'" t'lbin-nlCi10 
• T - - ... -: .: - •• T : T • T • - T: + .. : 
n~! '?~~ l~~iJ-'?~ 1'?~~ ,~~ C"7~~iJ-n~: ,".y~ C"}~~~iJ C~~ ,~~ n~:11 
tC"r:r~~-:Jj 17~':l!1:J~ iTt?V liO~V ,~~ 
(2 Kings 25:8-11) 
The majority of the aristocracy, the royal officials and the temple priests who 
constituted the upper class Judeans in Jerusalem, were taken into exile to 
Babylonia (Miller & Hayes 1986:416-417). This left those who remained in Judah 
without their top priests and royal officials (Miller & Hayes 1986.416). So it was that 
in the year 586 BCE following the destruction of the Temple and the capture of the 












The Babylonians made a final attempt at allowing the people of Judah a ruler 
appointed from among their own people. The position went to the son of Ahikam, 
the grandson of Shaphan, a man by the name of Gedaliah who set up his 
residence in Mizpah (2 Kings 25.22; Jeremiah 40.7). 
Ct:t7.~ 'i?~:1 a,~f 1t~ '~N:~7~1:l~ '''~~i} ,~~ il71il; r'~f '~~~iJ C.viJ)22 
El !1~~-1~ Ci?""~-l~ 1il~,?jrn~ 
(2 Kings 25:22) 
However, he was assassinated by his own people because of his pro-Babylonian 
views (Jagersma 1982:183; Jeremiah 41.2): 
1il~,?jrn~ 1~:1 1r-1~ 1"iJ-'~~ C"~~~iJ n'~~l il~~t1rl~ a,N:.??9~: Ci?!:!2 
!r'~f a,~f-1t~ '''p'~i}-'~~ 1n'N: n~!:! :l'O~ 1~~-1~ Ci?""~-l~ 
(Jeremiah 41 :2) 
At that time Jeremiah, the pro-Babylonian prophet, also resided in Mizpah. The 
Jews of Mizpah feared reprisals from the Babylonian government for the murder of 
Gedaliah. Consequently, after consulting with Jeremiah the prophet they fled to 
Egypt taking Jeremiah against his will with them (Miller & Hayes 1986:424-425; 
Jeremiah 41.16-18): 
,~~ C.viJ n".,~~-a,f n~ 1r-1~-'~~ c"~~qiJ "j~-a,~) IJji?-l~ 1~01" njP:116 
Ci?""~-l~ il~,?jrn~ ilfi} 'IJ~ il'¥~iJ-V~ il~~t1rl~ a,N:~9~: n~~ :l"~i] 
!11J)=t~Q :l"~i] ,~~ C"t;>"9) 9~) C"~~) il90,?~iJ "~~~ C""~~ 
!C"'~O N:1:la, n:la,a, cna, n"::l a,~N:-'fDN: CilO~ n1'~::l1:lfD~i 1:la,!!i17 
• T : • T'" ... T ... T •• ... •• • .. -: T:' •• : : •• - : •• -
1il~,?jrn~ il~~t1rl~ a,N:.??9~; ilfi}-"~ CjT~~Q 1N:?~ "~ C"':T~~iJ "~~Q18 












A series of rulers followed the Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar, the last of whom 
was to be Nabonidus (Miller & Hayes 1986:428). 
The fall of the Babylonian Empire 
Nabonidus gained control of the Babylonian Empire in 556 BCE. He favoured the 
moon god Sin, instead of the sun god Marduk. As a result of this, Nabonidus 
elevated the moon-god's status with the idea of gaining support from Arabs and 
Arameans in his empire (Miller & Hayes 1986:429). His mother was the high 
priestess of the god Sin in Haran and his daughter the high priestess of the god Sin 
in Ur (Miller & Hayes 1986:429). 
Cyrus 
Cyrus rose to power in 550 BCE when he rebelled against the Median overlord, his 
grandfather, Astyages (Miller & Hayes 1986:438). This was the beginning of the 
end of the Babylonian Empire and the rise of the Persian Empire (Tadmor 
1969:164). 
In the year 547 BCE the dissatisfaction of the priests of Marduk with Nabonidus 
was evident. The loss of power by being displaced by the priests of the moon god 
Sin and the consequent economic restrictions that this brought about (Tadmor 
1969:164) enticed them to rebellion. The priests of Marduk secretly approached 
Cyrus, assuring him of their loyalty should he liberate them from Nabonidus 
(Tadmor 1969:165). Cyrus recognised the advantages of assisting the priests of 
Marduk who loathed Nabonidus. Consequently, when Cyrus marched on Babylon, 











he gained control of Babylon without resorting to combat (Tadmor 1969:165; Gitay 
1981:55). 
Cyrus allowed the Babylonians to restore their god Marduk to his status as the chief 
god of Babylon. His reputation for tolerance and even support for the gods of the 
nations, which he had conquered, would assist him in his expansion of the mighty 
Persian Empire (Miller & Hayes 1986:440). 
The scribe of Babylon recorded the support that Cyrus enjoyed in Babylon: 
When I [Cyrus] entered [the city] Babylon peaceably and established 
to jubilation [my] royal seat in the Palace of the Ruler, the great Lord 
Marduk, [turned] the hearts of the many inhabitants of Babylon [to 
love me] and I daily sought to worship him .... 
(Cyrus Cylinder translated by Tadmor 1969:165.) 
Recognition of Cyrus by the prophet of Israel 
The anonymous prophet responsible for chapters 40-55 of the Book of Isaiah, who 
is often referred to by the name of Deutero-Isaiah, clearly showed his support for 
the Persian king, Cyrus (Tadmor 1969:166). Deutero-Isaiah describes Cyrus as 
"the Lord's anointed" (Isaiah 45.1), a title usually reserved for the Kings of Judah 
(Tadmor 1969:166): 
"~':l9~ C:i~ '''~~(-''J( i~"~"~ "~i?!nV-'~~ tDJi:>( in"~~7 iT~iT: 'Q~-ii:D 
H'~t:)" K'" C"'l>tD~ c"n,":'J '''~El' n'r-1El' nr-1ElK C":>'O 
"T' 'T: '-T: TT: - :. - •• --: 'T: 











Deutero-Isaiah proclaims Cyrus as the one who had come to liberate the Jews in 
exile and who would allow them to return to Judah (Kaufmann 1977:56). He went to 
great lengths, employing persuasive rhetoric to convince his audience that Cyrus 
was an agent of the God of the Jews who had come to redeem and save them from 
their Babylonian oppressors (Isaiah 41.25) (Gitay 1981: 178): 
'~i" iOi~ '9"n-iO:p C"~~9 ~":J~) "Q~:;1 ~~it rD9~-nj!~Q n~:j liEl¥Q "1}i'''~iJ 
:1:0"1:0-00'" 
" T: • 
(Isaiah 41 :25) 
Deutero-Isaiah prophesied the fall of Babylon (Isaiah 46-47), giving Cyrus the 
honourable task of restoring Jerusalem and her temple (Isaiah 44.28) (Miller & 
Hayes 1986:441): 
(Isaiah 44:28) 
This oracle of Deutero-Isaiah was intended for a two-fold audience according to 
Miller and Hayes (1986:44.) The prophet was expressing God's blessing on the 
hopes of the exilic audience who surely harboured some reservations as to whether 
or not the enemy king should take charge of building the Temple of the God of 
Israel. In addition, Deutero-Isaiah sought to encourage King Cyrus in pursuing his 
"propagandistic" objective of restoring the temples destroyed by the Assyrians and 
Babylonians (ibid.). 
The Jews in galut long for their temple 
By this time the Judean exiles who were deported at the time of the destruction of 











The Judeans continued to practise their religion and observed the Sabbath (Isaiah 
58.13-14) (Gitay 1981:51) 
tDi'P:7 .:la"» nf~7 t;lN'~) "~7~ Ci"~ 1"~~n nifD~ 1tt'J nf~Q ::l"~"-C~13 
ti~~ i~j) 1¥~n Ni~~Q 1"~" nifD~~ ir.17~~) 'f?~ iT~iT; 
1"~\t :jp~~ n7n~ 1"t:l(~~tq r:;\t "tl9:f-"~ l't:l=t~~i}) iT~iT;-"~ .:l~~t;1t:l n$14 
o ti~1 iT~iT" "e ,,~ 
... T: • • 
(Isaiah 58:13-14) 
Their longing for the Temple of Jerusalem was great and they expressed this in 
mournful songs such as the one that is preserved in Psalm 137, 
!li!l~-n~ ~j'J~!~ ~j"~f-C~ ~j=t~~ C~ "~f niiW~ .,~ 
t~j"nii~~ ~j""r.1 rr~in~ C"::li»-"» 
•• • • T T : • T -: -
tli!l~ i"V#Q ~jf ~i"~ iTO~~ ~j"~fin) i"~-"'J=t':T ~j";itD ~j~"~~ C~ "~ 
ti~~ n~7~ .,~ iT~iT;-i"~-n~ i"~~ 1"~ 
t"~"Q; n~~t:l C.7 hi; 1t]f~~-C~ 
tDN"i .,~ C_7~~i;-n~ iTt~~ N"'-C~ "~'J:pr~ N"'-C~ "~"( "~itD(-P~7t:l 
t"nnofD 
• T : • 
(Psalm 137:1-6) 
It is uncertain whether the prophet known as Deutero-Isaiah lived in Babylon or in 
Jerusalem, but that he entertained pro-Persian views can be ascertained from 
Isaiah chapter 44.28-45.4. This oracle describes the mission that the God of Israel 
gave to Cyrus to fulfil. He will be God's representative who rules and rebuilds 











Cyrus the protagonist's agenda for reconstructing the temples of the 
conquered peoples 
In the Ancient Near East, a good ruler was depicted as one who brought back the 
people who had been dispersed by their enemy and restored their national gods 
and sanctuaries to them (Miller & Hayes 1986:440). Hammurabi (ANET 164), 
Esarhaddon (ARAB II,§ 659E) and Ashurbanipal (ANET 563) were depicted as 
such kings (Miller & Hayes 1986:440). According to the Cyrus Cylinder (ANET 315-
316), Cyrus was also described as such a hero of the captives (Miller & Hayes 
1986:442-443): 
He [Marduk] scanned and looked (through) all the countries, 
searching for a righteous ruler willing to lead him (in the annual 
procession). (Then) he pronounced the name of Cyrus, king of 
Anshan, declared him (literally, pronounced [his] name) to be (come) 
the ruler of the world. He made the Guti country and all the Manda-
hordes bow in submission to his (that is, Cyrus') feet. And he (Cyrus) 
did always endeavour to treat according to justice the black-headed 
whom he (Marduk) has made him conquer. Marduk, the great lord, a 
protector of his people I worshippers, beheld with pleasure his (that is 
Cyrus') good deeds and his upright mind (literally, his heart) (and 
therefore) ordered him to march against the city of Babylon .... He 
delivered into his (that is Cyrus') hands Nabonidus, the king who did 
not worship him (that is, Marduk) .... (As to the region) from ... as far 
as Ashur and Susa, Agade, Eshnunna, the towns Zamban, Me-Turnu, 











cities on the other side of the Tigris, the sanctuaries of which have 
been ruins for a long time, the images which (used) to live therein and 
established for them permanent sanctuaries. I (also) gathered all their 
(former) inhabitants and returned (to them) their habitations. 
Furthermore, I resettled upon the command of Marduk, the great lord, 
all the gods of Sumer and Akkad whom Nabonidus has brought to 
Babylon to the anger of the lord of the gods, unharmed, in their 
(former) chapels, the places which make them happy. (ANET 315-16; 
translation quoted in Miller & Hayes 1986:442-443). 
The following Biblical references refer to Cyrus' declaration: 
-n~ jQiT~ ,,, -YiJ ~iT:rt~: "~ f iTjiT~ -'~;t ni":t 7 OJ, 1':?~ rD:Ji:> ( ntT~ n~~ :;1 ~ 22 
o ! ,'clt , :It;1:tQ f -c~ ) in~:>(~ -,,~ f "ip -,~~~ 1 OJ, -1':?~ rD:Ji::> tt~, 
-lt~iT ) c:~~ tr "iJ;~ iT)iT; "7 ltJ~ r:J~ V ni:>(rt~ -,,~ OJ, 1':?~ rD:Ji::> ,~~ -iT"::> 23 
iTjiT; i~~ -,,~ Q C~~ -"Q iT'~iT" ~ ,~~ C.,?vJ~'; ~ n:~ i" -nil~ 7 .,'?~ 'i?~ 
! "'v" i i~'v i"iT;lt 
-T: • T ... : 
(2 Chronicles 36:22-23) 
and 
iTjiT~ ,,, -YiJ iT:rt~: "~Q iT)iT;-'~;t ni":t7 OJ, 1':?~ rD:Ji:>( ntt~ n~~:;1~ 1 
tiOlt, :It;1:tQf-C~: in~:>(~-"~f "iP-'~~:l OJ'-1':?~ rD:J·::> tT~'-n~ 
C:9~tr "iJ;~ iTjiT; ,,~ ltJ~ r:J~V ni:>(rt~ ,,"::> OJ, 1':?~ rD:J·::> ,~~ iT"::>2 
!iT'~iT"~ ,~~ tt 7~~'''~ n:~ i"-nil~7 ,,'?~ 'i?~-lt~iT) 
n"~-n~ 1~:: iT'~iT"~ ,~~ C_ 7~~'''7 ,,~~: i~-y i"V;~ "ry; i~~-"~Q C~~-"Q3 











~O!~~ ='I9~f iO·P9 "tP~~ ~il~N~~; C~-'~ N~il ,~~ niO·p~iJ-"f~ '~~~iJ-"~)4 
! C "tD~,,, ~ 'WN C"il;Nil n"~" il~'~il-C.v ilOil~~~ W~~'~~ 
• - T :. .: -: • .:: T •• : T T : - • T •• : • : • 
(Ezra 1: 1-4) 
Cyrus'strategy 
It is clear from the way in which Cyrus won his victory over Nabonidus that he 
understood the importance of a harmonious relationship between the dominant 
religious institution and the state. Consequently he became the patron of the many 
temples with the specific aim of gaining the support of the believers who 
worshipped at these temples. 
Cyrus reinstated the priesthoods of the various nations that he had subjugated 
including Judah. Among them was Joshua, the son of Jehozadak. Jehozadak had 
been the last chief priest of Solomon's temple in Jerusalem (Berquist 1995:24). 
Moreover, he also permitted many of the regional leaders in the various satrapies 
(provinces of the Persian Empire), who had held leadership positions under 
Babylonian rule, to continue in their posts as puppet rulers of their local 
communities (Berquist 1995:27). 
Cyrus acknowledged the deities of all the countries he controlled. According to 
Biblical references the God of Israel was included amongst them. Cyrus sought 
their favour by having sacrifices made to their God, on his behalf, on a regular basis 











n7rt l"tO~n N:Oi!) ii~~? n~~7 l""'J~~1 l""'J=?71 l""'Jin "~=t1 1Qi!)D i191 
N?-'" oi":\ oi" On? :li1"na N1i1? O?ibi'"::l-''' N!I~jJ:; 'ONO:;> nilJ01 '00 
T': : ,. ::. "':: .: ':: ' , T. T •. : '1?tD 
T 
:"jJi:J=t1 Nf70 ":.07 r~~rt1 N:Oi!) ii~~? rnin"~ r:;t';i?iJrt 1iiJ?-":t 
(Ezra 6:9-10) 
The Persian King went as far as restoring temple objects captured by the 
Babylonian armies as well as providing the assistance and the means for the 
rebuilding of the temples destroyed in Babylonia, Elam and Assyria (Berquist 
1995:25). 
It was not so much that Cyrus had the religious freedom of his subjects in mind, 
but rather that he needed to gain the popularity and support of the nations that he 
ruled (Berquist 1995:25). Once he had the loyalty of the priests and because he 
was their benefactor, he could use the temple administration to work towards 
making his dream of building the biggest empire in the world come true, for they 
would assist in providing the necessary revenue, The temples were responsible for 
the collection of tributes and taxes in the form of money as well as food provisions. 
In this way they funded the infrastructure on which the Persian armies depended 
for their food supplies, accommodation and salaries (Berquist 1995:26). 
The Persian government placed people who were loyal to their King in the outlying 
areas of their Empire to see to the collection of tributes and to be of assistance to 
the Persian army in the event of border wars. The income received from these 
subjects throughout the Persian Empire provided the means by which Cyrus could 
implement his policy of imperial expansion, Developing and populating th~ border 











(Berquist 1995:26). The settlements on the peripheries of the satrapies allowed the 
Persian army to stay on the move constantly and at their own pace. It also 
strengthened the borders against enemy attack (Berquist 1995:26). 
Cambyses 
Cyrus was killed in battle while fighting in the east in 530 BCE and was succeeded 
by his son, Cambyses (Miller & Hayes 1986:449). 
Cambyses was less tolerant and did not respect his enemies' religious institutions; 
if they proved to be a stumbling block on his way he destroyed them. He continued 
the campaign against Egypt, which had been started by Cyrus, and laid to waste 
some of the Egyptian temples (Ackroyd 1970:165) such as those at Heliopolis and 
Thebes (Olmstead 1948:92). 
Cambyses ruled for eight years during which he gained control over Upper and 
Lower Egypt (Meyers & Meyers 1987:xxxvii). The Persian Empire now extended 
from Persia across to Egypt. Cambyses had a reputation for being an arrogant, 
cruel tyrant (Miller & Hayes 1986:450-451). 
There are no clear biblical references to Carnbyses. Nevertheless, according to 
Miller and Hayes, Josephus in his Antiquities (XI.20-30) associates the content of 
Ezra 4.7-24 with Cambyses rather than with Darius his successor (1986:450). In 
support of this view Miller and Hayes refer to 1 Esdras 2.16-25 which, like Ezra 4.7-
24 refers to the letter written by the enemies of the exiles who had returned to 











42.16-25 requests Cambyses (Artaxerxes) to stop the returnees from building the 
Temple in Jerusalem. 
During the rule of Cambyses, Judah was securely under the Persian yoke (ibid.). 
Darius succeeded to the throne of Persia in 522 BCE upon the death of Cambyses. 
At the beginning of Darius' era there was an atmosphere of political tension 
throughout the Empire caused by the unpopularity of Cambyses and non-
acceptance by the people of Darius (Miller & Hayes 1986:451). 
The Behistun Inscription names the provinces of Persia, Elam, Assyria, Parthia, 
Margiana, Sattagydia and Scythia and Babylon as areas in which rebellions 
occurred and which were related to Darius' accession to the throne of Persia (Miller 
& Hayes 1986:451). With the intention of stabilising the unrest in Babylon, which 
was led by Nebuchadnezzar IV, in August 521 BCE, Darius invaded Babylon for a 
second time. He meted out harsh treatment to the population and impaled about 
three thousand of the principal citizens (Herodotus 111.159 cited in Miller & Hayes 
1986:451). 
Political unrest in the Persian Empire in the years 522-520 BCE was rife. The 
effects of this unrest would also have been felt by the inhabitants of Yehud, among 
whom were the prophets Haggai and Zechariah (Miller & Hayes 1986:452). 
Nevertheless by 519 BCE, Darius had secured his throne and could concentrate on 












Continuous military expansion programmes had marked Cyrus' rule, while he paid 
very little attention to the administration of his vast empire (Berquist 1995:60-61). In 
comparison, Darius focused his attention on the administrative and fiscal matters of 
the empire. He concentrated on production and trade, thereby improving the 
economy (Berquist 1995:61). With clever propaganda tactics Darius won the 
support of many of his subjects and re-enforced their co-operation by funding the 
regions and allowing them a degree of autonomy. The appointment of Zerubbabel, 
a scion of King David, as governor of Yehud, can be seen as an example of this 
policy (Berquist 1995:61). 
Even though Darius was not primarily bent on war, he needed to expand the 
empire because conquered territories meant additional income in the form of taxes 
and tributes. 
Thus, Darius' campaign against Egypt in 521-518 BCE would have had a direct 
impact on Yehud (Berquist 1995:61). Previously, when Judah still had some form of 
independence, she acted as a buffer for Egypt from any enemy attacking her from 
the north. Now that Yehud had become one of the Persian satrapies she would be 
of use to the advancing Persian army on their way to Egypt. Additional funds and 
supplies were needed to support and provide for the needs of the Persian armies. 
The tax collected by the Temple priests in the form of money and agricultural 
produce on behalf of their Persian benefactor, would be used to feed the army as 











In the years 519-517 BCE Darius mobilised a vast contingent of the Persian army 
and sent them to Egypt (Widengren 1977:323). Darius needed to show his military 
power as a way of coercing the Egyptians to surrender to him. His tactic succeeded 
and he was able to take Egypt without a battle being fought (Berquist 1995:61). 
The atmosphere of political tension and unrest in Yehud at the time of the 
reconstruction of the temple could be ascribed to the presence of the large Persian 
army in the region which would have deterred any signs of a rebellion (Berquist 
1995:62). 
Any internal unrest in Yehud in 521 BCE may very well not have been specifically 
directed against the Persian Empire per se, but against their governor Zerubbabel 
who had replaced whatever local leadership was in place prior to his arrival. 
The function of those placed in a leadership position in the regional areas included 
acting as well-informed advisors of their region. They were the ears of Darius. To 
encourage such loyalty Darius made use of religious orientated propaganda which 
including the building of temples and schools. In Egypt this approach of Darius 
proved to be so successful that many of the loyal citizens revered him on a par with 
the Pharaoh and other Egyptian gods (Berquist1995:57-58). 
In any event, on his trip to Egypt, Darius would have passed through Judah and he 
would have gained first hand knowledge of the conditions prevailing there. 
Yehud would have had to supply the large Persian army with enormous amounts of 











1995:62). When seen in the light of the drought that prevailed and was cause for 
much concern and anxiety (Haggai 1), the additional demands to feed the army 
would have been like pouring salt into the wounds of the citizens of Yehud. The 
authorities who were on the payroll of the Persian government, such as the high 
priest at the Temple, would have been in charge of the distribution of the 
agricultural produce taken from the farmers. Any remuneration for such supplies 
would have been paid to the priests who "danced" to the tune of their Persian 
overlords (Berquist 1995:64). 
The situation in Egypt was different since there were always ongoing tensions 
because Darius was never fully able to subjugate Egypt. Political control of the 
fertile Shephelah region, which lay between Yehud and Egypt, alternated between 
the Persians and Egyptians (Carter 1994: 141). The proximity of Persia's enemy to 












Yehud during the Persian period 
The people who had escaped exile continued with their lives in Yehud. Yehud was 
the name given by the Persians to the satrapy that was formerly known as Judah. It 
was one of the provinces that formed part of the greater satrapy known as Eber 
Nahara (Beyond the River) (Meyers & Meyers 1987:xxxii). 
As with most wars, the country was devastated and faced an economic depression. 
The prophet Haggai describes the dire economic conditions in 1.5-6: 
tC~"~'1-I;!,V C~:l:ll;! ~C"0 niK:l~ nin" 'CK n~ nr-l,Vis 
..... :- - ... :-: • T: T: -T T-: 
c'n(-r~! tDi:l7 n,:;>~(-1"~: in~ n~=?~(-1"~: I;!i~~ ~~rt K~V: n~'tr C~~j!6 
E) t:l~p~ 'i,¥-I;!~ '~l]~Q '~l]~~tr: il;! 
(Haggai 1 :5-6) 
The farmers remained in Yehud and lived in the rural areas where they continued 
with their way of life in much the same way as they had done before the destruction 
of Jerusalem. The elders continued to direct the people in their villages since 
Cyrus, the Persian ruler, had adopted a policy of non-interference in local matters 
(Berquist 1995: 17). 
Sociological background 
As the ruling class, the Persian regime had vested interests in maintaining the 
existing institutionalised structures, including the religious institutions such as the 
Temple cult in Jerusalem (Hanson 1979:212). The inhabitants of Yehud were an 
insignificant minority group in the Persian Empire. They were powerless to change 











However, this oppressed minority group resorted to creating a kind of utopian future 
in which they saw themselves no longer as victims, but fulfilling meaningful 
positions in society (Hanson 1979:214). Because the prophets generally called for 
transformation of some sort, they readily found a following among the oppressed 
minority group (Hanson 1979:214-215). 
In describing the elements within society which readily adhere to the 
prophetic impulse, Weber, like Mannheim, pOints to the alienated, the 
disprivileged social groups who gain their identity from a promise for 
the future which implies the assignment of some function, mission, or 
vocation to them. What they cannot claim to be, they replace by the 
worth of that which they will one day become ... [M. Weber The 
sociology of religion, 1963:106, cited in Hanson]. In a world fallen to 
evil, they long for a worthiness which has been denied them ... 
(Hanson 1979:214). 
The task of the prophet in the Hebrew Bible can readily be seen as one which calls 
for a charismatic personality to take a strong stand against the established 
(religious) institutions of his time. According to the prophet these established 
institutions, although they may support the status quo, have gradually deviated 
from the "true" path. The task of the prophet is to make the leaders of the majority 
group aware of their folly. 
The minority group could readily identify with the messages of the prophets 
because they too were of the opinion that the dominant group had deviated 'from 











from exile with the blessings of the Persians. These newcomers were taking up 
positions of authority over the minority group. Together with these newcomers 
came some of the ideology of the despised Persians. 
On the other hand, the ruling class looked to the religious institutions to legitimise 
their own meaningful positions in society and to preserve the status quo (Hanson 
1979:214). This generally called for some sort of compromise between the state 
and the religious institution whereby both parties would playa role in reinforcing the 
power structure of the other party. The religious institutions exhibited tolerance 
towards the secular order because they needed the support of the ruling class to 
ensure their function and status in the existing social order. Nevertheless the ruling 
class in turn supported the religious institutions so as to ensure stability and 
compliance in the social order (Hanson 1979:215). 
In spite of being dependent on the ruling class, the religious institutions were 
capable of gaining superiority over the ruling group, owing to the assumed divine 
status of the former (Hanson 1979:215). 
It becomes possible to understand why the Persian regime would have supported 
the Zadokite party, as it is highly likely that Joshua, the High Priest, and 
Zerubbabel, the governor of Yehud, had previously served or at least were known 











Thus by sanctioning the reconstruction of the Temple, the stability in Yehud could 
be upheld. The Temple Cult would form part of the many religious institutions of the 
Persian Empire (Hanson 1979:219). 
In sharp contrast to the officially sanctioned religious institutions, the sect-type 
"unofficial" religious organisation finds support among the poor and oppressed. 
They foster in their adherents, ideological utopian idealism. These unsanctioned 
organisations have strict codes of personal holiness based on fundamentalism 
(Hanson 1979:216). Because of their disempowerment they adopt eschatological 
views based on their hope for a miraculous Divine intervention and look forward to 
the time when their ideological idealism will become a reality (Hanson 1979:216). 
The ideal undermined by opposition (Isaiah 63.7-64.11) 
The sociological environment of the time can be discerned in Isaiah 58.1-59.21 and 
63.7 - 64.11 (Hanson 1979:79). The disciples of Second Isaiah looked forward to 
the return of the exiles and with them the restoration of Israel. Now that the return 
from exile had occurred the disappointment was significant, since the promise of 
the restoration of the holy nation did not come about. Instead, these disciples of 
Second Isaiah became the "oppressed minority" in Judah, while the Zadokite 
priesthood once again took control of the temple cult (Hanson 1979:130). Zion had 
fallen into the firm grasp of the defiled majority (Hanson 1979:131). This loss of 
status was to be the momentum that thrust the visionary disciples of Second Isaiah 











Isaiah 63.7-64.11 is a communal lament (Hanson 1979:79). Hanson notes that the 
people cry to God, not because they were oppressed by the Babylonians or the 
Persians, but because their adversaries in Yehud were opposing and oppressing 
them (Hanson 1979:91). 
Hanson traces the schism between the Levite priesthood and the Zadokite 
priesthood to the days of King Solomon when Zadok the priest sided with Solomon 
instead of his brother Adonijah to become the successor of King David (1 Kings 
1.39): 
'~im;~ 1.u~t:1~J iTb?~-n~ M~lt~J "t1lCv-1Q V~~iJ l:)~-n~ lrt::>iJ pi,¥ MlP~j39 
!iTb?~ 1~~iJ "f); O.vV-"f 1'ltN'j 
(1 Kings 1 :39) 
On the other hand the priest Abiathar was banished to Anathoth for siding against 
Solomon in his quest for the kingship (1 Kings 2.26): 
iT!iJ Oi'~1 iT~1$ nJ9 tD"~ "~ 'J"'~-"~ 1? n'n~!? 1~~iJ 'Q1$ lrt::>iJ '~~=il~(126 
".!)~ ~"~~t:1iJ "~) ":;11$ '1, "~~7 iT'1iT; "~',~ li'~-n~ ~lC~r"~ 'J~"Q~ lC? 
!"::llC iT~.uniT-'rz;lC 
.y T-~' .:-: 
(1 Kings 2:26) 
Consequently this led to the Zadokites gaining superiority in the temple cult while 
the Levites were somewhat displaced and conducted their priestly functions mainly 
in the rural areas. The situation worsened for them during the rule of King Josiah of 
Judah. During King Josiah's extensive religious reforms the Levites lost this 
function as well since all priestly activities were restricted to Jerusalem and the 











tl.,~tf~tT iT~~-'1'~p' ,~~ niOftT-n~ ~~~~:! iT7'1iT; "j~~ tl.,~tf~tT-"~-n~ ~:;;:!8 
,., oPiJ-''P .p~iiT; ,.prp no~-'~~ tl.,}~~tT niof-n~ ron .u;~ '~f-'.p .u;~Q 
:,".uiT ,.ua;~ to"~ "i~btD-".u-,a;~ 
'T --:' I - ' .. -: 
(2 Kings 23:8) 
After the Babylonians captured Jerusalem the priests together with the aristocrats 
of Jerusalem were exiled to Babylonia, As a consequence the Zadokite priesthood 
was removed from their position of dominance in Jerusalem. It would seem that 
many of the Levites were in fact left behind and were able to re-establish their 
priestly functions in the rural areas. It is likely that they moved to Jerusalem after 
she had fallen and worked at re-establishing the temple cult (Hanson 1979:226-
227). 
Of note is the fact that the list of returnees mentioned in the Book of Ezra (8.1-14) 
does not include the names of any Levites (Hanson 1979:227). However, the 
names of the Levites who married foreign wives are amongst the list of men who 
promised to divorce their foreign wives in Ezra 10.18-44: 
:'Hr7~J iT7'1iT; iT~~OF? ~~"7i? ~'1iT ir~~P'] "oPrtr¢] '~!i" tl:!(tT-1Q'123 
(Ezra 10:23) 
The tensions within Yehud intensified once the exiles returned and came into direct 












The communities of Trito-Isaiah and Ezekiel 40-48 
In the days of King Darius of Persia, three prophets were active in Yehud, namely 
Haggai, Zechariah and the anonymous prophet known as Trito-Isaiah (Berquist 
1995:80). Each had a message for the people of Yehud. Although each prophet 
had his own agenda, all three of them dealt to a greater or lesser degree with the 
temple of Jerusalem (ibid.). 
The community behind Isaiah 56-66 
At least two politico-religious parties can be identified in Isaiah 56-66. Various 
scholars, such as Hanson (1979), Ploger (1968), Achtemeier (1982), Berquist 
(1995) and Schramm (1995) have assigned different names or titles to these 
parties. A prevalent view among these scholars is to compare ideals depicted by 
the prophet Ezekiel (chapters 40-48) with those projected by the prophet Isaiah 
(chapters 60-62). The Ezekiel school is generally depicted as being an exclusive 
group with a monopoly on the Temple of Jerusalem; while the Isaianic School is 
seen as having a more universal approach to those who wish to worship at Zion. 
Schramm makes the following comparison which he bases on Hanson's paradigm 
(1995:94-95): 
I Isaiah 60-62 Ezekiel 40-48 
--
1. Peace and Righteousness are The high priest and the prince 
the leaders are the leaders 
2. The whole nation will become Only the sons of Zadok may . 
priests of God serve in the tem~le as priests 
3. All the people will be called a The priests must leave their 
"Holy People" garments in the holy chambers 
. so that these garments do not 













4. The wood from the trees willi They have a meticulously 
I come together for the building planned architectural plan for 
. of the sanctuary reconstructing the temple_-4 
5. 'Foreigners will build the walls They themselves will build the 
I and kings will serve there temple 
Since both sides of the table depicted above deal with the same issues, Hanson 
considers Isaiah 60-62 to be a response to Ezekiel 40-48 (Schramm 1995:95). 
The exiles return from Babylon 
Many of the exiles belonged to the Ezekiel school of thought. According to the 
description given in the Book of Ezekiel, chapters 40-48, Ezekiel had in mind a 
pragmatiC restoration programme for the sacrificial cult of the Jerusalem Temple. 
Ezekiel provides much attention to the detail and exact measurement and 
allocation of the Temple building, the buildings surrounding the Temple, the utensils 
and the altar. So for example, the measurements for the Temple area are given in 
Ezekiel 42.15-20 and they do not leave room for any guesswork: 
C"jj?iJ 1jj 1"~~ ,~~ '~~iJ 1jj "~~"~iiT: "Q"~~iJ n:~iJ ni1Q-n~ iT~~:15 
t:1":10 :1 ":10 i"o~ 
... T • T T : 
t:1"~~U~ iT'~iJ iT~~~ C"~i? niK~-fD~n iT'~iJ iT~~~ C"jj?iJ rn, "916 
t:1":;19 iT'~iJ iT~~~ C"~i? niK~-W~n liEl¥iJ rn, "917 
tiT'~iJ iT~~~ C"~i? niK~-W~n '79 tJi',iJ IJ~' n~18 
tiT'~iJ iT~~~ C"~i? niK~-W~n "9 C!iJ IJ~'-"~ :1~919 
niK~ w~n :11J": niK~ w~n 1j'K :1":;19 :1":;19 i, iT9in i'79 nin~' 1'~":1~720 
t';n,? Wj'~iJ 1"~ ''':r=tij7 
(Ezekiel 42.15-20) 
Ezekiel also provides details concerning who may enter the Temple and who 











the Levites are reduced to being the servants who serve in the Temple because of 
their idolatry (Ezekiel 44.2, ... 14): 
t:Jv"'~'y~ "Jq~ "?~~ ~D~ ,~~ .,~~~~ n'D':l~ "?~~ ~i'q~ ,~~ t:J~!(iJ-t:J~ "~10 
tt:J~iD ~N:fD~' 
t -: :T: 
(Ezekiel 44: 1 0) 
(Ezekiel 44:14) 
The returnees arrived in Jerusalem with much hope of rebuilding their beloved 
Temple, but whether the local leaders necessarily greeted them with any 
enthusiasm is a moot point. 
The arrival of the returnees from exile would mark the beginning of many changes 
in Jerusalem. Along with them came changes to the hierarchical structures both in 
the political sphere and in the religious sector. No longer would a local inhabitant of 
Jerusalem have the final say in matters pertaining to the way the province was run, 
for with the arrival of Sheshbazzar, the Persian appointed governor, and those who 
followed him, came changes in the local leadership in Yehud. The Persian regime 
selected Jewish leaders on whom they could rely and who were willing to 00-
operate with them (Berquist 1995:27). 
The locals do not welcome returnees from Babylon 
In the meantime, subsequent to the destruction of the First Temple, the inhabitants 
of Yehud who had not been exiled continued to worship without the ternple and live 











Haggai and Zechariah gave their support for the Persian king's plans and policies. 
This is evident in that both these prophets showed their approval of the two Persian 
appointed leaders, Zerubbabel and Joshua as well as for their endeavours to get 
the Temple rebuilt. The local inhabitants did not necessarily share the view of the 
two prophets and this created socio-political tensions among the inhabitants of 
Yehud. The people who had not been exiled had not developed the same sense of 
loyalty for the Persians as those who served in the Persian court (Berquist 
1995:73). It is also likely that they did not have the same incentive to comply with 
the conquerors' wishes. 
Those who were born and grew up in exile saw the Persian King in a different light. 
Amongst those who were in exile was the prophet known as Deutero-Isaiah. 
According to Berquist, Deutero-Isaiah lived and wrote in Babylon (1995:31). Isaiah 
40-55 reveals that Deutero-Isaiah placed his hope for the restoration of the Temple 
and the people of Judah in the Persian king. Of King Cyrus he wrote that God 
would give Cyrus military success since he was God's anointed one. God chose 
Cyrus to be the one who would liberate the people of Israel (Isaiah 45.1-5; Berquist 
1995:31): 
"~':19~ C:i~ j"1~'?-''J,? i)"Q":;1 "t:1~!nV-'~~ W:Ji:J,? in"~~7 ilJii~ '~l$-il-:;'1 
:1'~W" N? C",.uW1 c"nr,-:r j")Elr, n-r-Illr, Mr-IElN C":Jr,C 
··T" -T: --T: TT: - :"' - •• --: liT: 
t!,J~~ r,!?~ "1J"":l;11 ,~~~ il~1nt nin'?:T ,~~~ C"":l1'nl1?~ 'J"a~'? "~~2 
1rt~:t K'JijPiJ ilJil; "~~-"~ .ujr-J 1!'~'? C"":l"t?Q "~erp~11~n n,,¥iN 1'? "t:1tJ~)3 
tr,N'~" "il?N •• T :. •• • .. : 
:"~"-?j; N?) 1~~~ 19~~ 1'? N~i?~~ "":l"r:rf r,~~~:) ::ip~~ ":r:t~ 1!,~,?4 











(Isaiah 45: 1-5) 
Deutero-Isaiah was not pro-nationalist or pro-Davidic; he was pro-
Persian, with the argument that the fortunes of the Babylonian Jews, if 
not all Jews, would be best under Persian rule (Berquist 1995:31). 
In his anticipation of the Jews returning to Zion, Deutero-Isaiah's message implied 
that these returnees are the people chosen by God while those who resided in Zion 
were foreigners. Most likely they were people who had been forcibly removed by 
the Assyrians and Babylonians and placed in Zion (Isaiah 52.1-2; Berquist 
1995:38): 
ac; '~ tDj·fliJ "~ C.'tvJ~'; 1tl~~~t:'l 'j1~ '~=t~ lil!~ 1!~ '~=t~ '}~.u '}~.u1 
!acg~) '?J-V ,i.u 1~-ac·:J~ 9'Qi' 
!lil!~-n~ ir!:;l~ 1Jac~~ 'J9iO 'r:r~~t;1i} C.'tvJ1'; ':;l~ 'Q~P '~-vg '}~~t;1i}2 
Isaiah 52:1-2 
In addition, many of the exiled city-dwellers who lived in Babylon may well have 
served at the court of the Persian King and mingled with the Babylonian upper 
class. Their social status in the Persian upper class society would have depended 
to some extent on their loyalty to the Persian King (Berquist 1995:28). 
In return for their loyalty Darius rewarded his subjects by appointing them as the 
new governors of his far-reaching satrapies (Berquist 1995:38). With frequent signs 
of unrest that had pertained at the time of his succession to the throne, it is 










Darius usually appointed ethnic Persians for governorships as well as 
for most other important administrative positions. ... [O]nly with 
evidence of direct personal loyalty to Darius could any leader take any 
position (Berquist 1995:54). 
31 
Certainly government officials were always loyal Persians, the local leadership roles 
were delegated to local bureaucrats, yet even here the appointment of the lowest in 
rank and file would have been dependent on their show of loyalty to Darius 
(Berquist 1995:52). 
Berquist sees the deployment of Zerubbabel and Joshua to Jerusalem as a tactic 
by Darius to make the local inhabitants see the Persians as benefactors assisting 
them to rebuild their temple (1995:57). The administrative policies of Darius 
fostered favourable relationships with the people of Yehud that led to stability and 
also provided food and supplies for the Persian army (Berquist 1995:58). 
It is not so that all the people or even the majority of them who had not been exiled 
but stayed on in Jerusalem and the environs were of necessity non-Jews. Judah 
after the fall of Jerusalem was not raised to the ground and still had a viable, 
though depressed economy (Barstad 1996:79). Although the Book of Lamentations 
depicts Jerusalem as a desert, the imagery has a theological function and not a 
historical one (Thompson 1998: 113). 
Barstad goes as far as to maintain that life in Judah went on much the same as it 











the Temple in Jerusalem did not have such a great impact on the lifestyle of those 
who were left behind. 
By removing the officials and leaders of Judah's central administration the 
Babylonians weakened Judah sufficiently so that it drastically reduced the chance 
of any national revolt in Judah. (Barstad 1996:80). 
To some degree those who stayed behind would have to take up the 
tasks of those who left, and life would go on, obviously under harsh 
circumstances and under new overlords (ibid.). 
In contrast, many of those who found themselves in Babylonia were often living 
under favourable conditions. The Babylonian Empire was an economic success 
and her inhabitants could enjoy a high standard of living (Barstad 1996:74). Even 
the Jewish deportees would have enjoyed some benefit as can be seen by the 
favourable treatment of Jehoiachin the exiled King of Judah. After his release from 
prison, King Jehoiachin was given new clothes and was permitted to eat at the 
table of King Evilmerodach of Babylon for the rest of his life. In addition, Jehoiachin 
received a regular allowance to provide for his needs (2 Kings 25.27-30): 
rD1n ,~-t' o"~~~ il7~il~-1'?~ l"~~iil~ n~"t? il~~ .u;~~ O"~""~=;l "i!~127 
l"~~iiT~ rDN:"-n~ i:;)(9 n~~~ ,,~~ 1'?~ 1,:f'rt ""1~ N:~~ tD:tn? ii-t':trp) O"}~~~ 
t~t~ n"~Q il7~iT~-1'?~ 
t"~~~ iti~ ,~~ 0"~7~iJ N:~~ ".t'~ IN:9~-n~ l~~j nt:ieo lti~ '~j~j28 
n" lIn "O"-"!) '''~EJ'' ,"Oti on" ":;)N:, iN:":;) "')!1 nN: N:~fz.h29 T- •• : T TT: 'T ...... -T: : ••• : ••• T': 
t'!1j "~; ".!) iOi"~ Oi"-';~ 1,?~iJ n~~ i~-ii~t;1~ '''Qt;I nlj~~ in~~~j3o 











In contrast with this, the economic conditions for those who lived in Yehud were not 
only poor but often harsh (Barstad 1996:74). Therefore it is feasible that the local 
inhabitants despised their Persian conquerors together with those who had the 
blessing of the Persian regime. Consequently, they were unwilling to work on the 
construction of the Temple (Haggai 1.2) if it meant cooperation with policy of the 
Persian government. A Temple under the patronage of the Persian King was not 
high on their list of priorities because they had little to gain by it. Until then the 
Temple in Jerusalem had always been associated with the Kings of Judah. 
For a brief time during the exilic period, the local priests, who were mainly Levites, 
had control of the Temple area (Hanson 1979:96). On their return from Babylon the 
Zadokite priests once more took control of the Temple area (Hanson 1979:96). The 
take-over was almost automatic since the Zadokites, under the leadership of 
Joshua, son of Jehozadak, came with the official blessing of the Persian king 
(Hanson 1979:97). 
Berquist identifies two cults: the natives (or locals) and the immigrant groups 
Berquist identifies in Trito-Isaiah three main groups competing against each other, 
each speaking with a different voice. He concludes that ultimately two of the groups 
merged into one and rejected the view of the third group (Berquist 1995:74). 
Berquist gives names to the two groups. One group is called the 'natives' (non-
exiled people) and they will be referred to as the locals in this dissertation. He calls 











The conflicting views of the two groups are expressed openly in Trito-Isaiah, while 
the Books of Haggai and Zechariah 1-8 have suppressed the views of the opposing 
factions (ibid.). 
Because the immigrants had the support of the Persian King, they were able to 
subdue the locals who were much greater in number and who had already 
established their own leaders. 
Berquist also identifies two sub-groups of people amongst the immigrants namely, 
those who were priests and those who had secular political interests (ibid.). 
The priests 
Berquist assumes that the priests coming from Babylon had received their training 
in the Babylonian temple system since the majority of them were born in exile. It is 
highly likely that these priests worked for the temples in Babylonia (Berquist 
195:74). On their arrival in Yehud the specific aim of these priestly immigrants 
would be the re-establishment of the temple cult so as to be able to re-institute the 
"correct" sacrificial system, that is, the one that pertained prior to the destruction of 
the First Temple (ibid.). For the returning priests the reconstruction of the temple 
was uppermost in their minds and from it they would derive their livelihood from it 
(ibid.). It could be that Darius had deliberately selected the Zadokite priests 
because they would have been keen to re-establish the temple cult with its 
administrative and fiscal functions. 











The political secular group would have been descendants of the royal court officials 
of Judah and would have attended the court of the Persian king. Berquist surmises 
that these political immigrants would have desired to preserve the political concerns 
and traditions of the earlier Isaiah traditions (ibid.). He interprets the function of the 
politically orientated immigrants as being specifically concerned with the 
reconstruction of Jerusalem with a view to improving the economic infrastructure 
and thereby increasing the prosperity and wealth of its inhabitants (ibid.). These 
political immigrants were in a stronger position to procure important trade 
agreements with those who were living in Babylonia. 
The people who did not go into exile (the natives or locals) were aware that many of 
the exiles prospered in Babylon as they had opportunity to participate in the 
success of the Persian economic infrastructure. In the meantime the priorities ofthe 
locals were centred on agriculture and the fertility of the land since this was their 
chief source of income. 
Berquist identi"fies four phases of rhetorical argument between the locals and the 
two immigrant groups. With each cycle the rhetorical violence increases (ibid.). 
Each cycle marks its end with an attempt at intermediation, in which short passages 
integrate the distinctive language of the groups. The phases are: 














In the 4th cycle the voices of the two immigrant groups are combined against the 
locals whom they reject (Berquist 1995:74-77). 
First phase 
Is 56.1-57.21 God's people will include all nations; Israel's leaders are 
condemned; Israel's idolatry is condemned 
56.1-8 the religious immigrants speak: 
Isaiah 56.2-3 supports the views of the priestly immigrants who emphasise the 
keeping of the Sabbath. 




According to these religious immigrants eunuchs are to be included in the temple 
service since the eunuchs had been serving at the courts and temples in Babylon. 
i~.!' ~.!'~ irJir; "~''':r:t~ ~1:tiJ iON'? irJiI;-~~ ir~(~iJ '~~iJ-r~ 'QN'''-~~)3 
!rD;~ r.p. "~~ liJ O""}C?iJ 'QN'''-~~) 
(Isaiah 56:3) 
So for the eunuchs this would have been normal daily occurrence and not a 
violation of the law (Leviticus 21.17-20 & Deuteronomy 23.1; Berquist 1995:75). 
(Deuteronomy 23: 1) 
Such practises by the eunuchs would have been rejected by the locals of Yehud 











56.9-57.2 the locals reply: 
The locals accuse the priestly immigrants of being like wild animals, their leaders 
are like false shepherds (v.9). 
(Isaiah 56:9) 
They do not warn the people when they go astray (v.1 0). 
(Isaiah 56: 10) 
The accusations against the priestly immigrants continue. They are accused of 
being greedy false shepherds who only look out for themselves (v.11). 
cf7J7 Cr~ 1";v 1.u7~ N; C"~', il~iJ: il~~~ 1.u7~ N; rD~r"~~ C";~:PiJ:11 
nil~WQ i.u¥;7 rD"~ 1~' 
(Isaiah 56:11) 
The priestly immigrants spend their time consuming liquor and getting drunk while 
those who are truly pious come to harm (v.12; Berquist 1995:75). 
tiN9 ,~: "i'~ '09 ci" ill~ il~V: ,~~ il~f9n 1:~-ilOi?~ 1"t;J~12 
(Isaiah 56:12) 
57.3-13 The priestly immigrants respond 
The locals are the children of a whore (V.3). 
(Isaiah 57:3) 
They are not true descendants of the priestly families (v.4) . 













They practise fertility rituals, idolatry and child sacrifice (vv.5-9). 
tC"~,:?tpij "~~9 nlJI.:I C"'?O~~ C""J,:?~ij "~n'tD 1~~'J r~r"~ nlJI.:I C"'?~~ C"QO~iJ5 
n~~ ".pij nOtQ n",?~V 19a ~:t;l~ CV':?-C~ 1?~i~ CO CO 1P.'?O "lJr"P.1'lJf6 
tCn~N 
•• T'" 
tn;! lJ':!l!'? n",?~ C~-C~ T~~~Q ~947 N~~! i!.i:1r'iJ ".p7 
1~~~Q ~:;tlJ!;:r "'?~I.:I! n"~~ "t:l~~ ":P 1~":t! ~9~ n!1tt?iJl ntjiJ 'lJ~18 
tn"ro ,~ C~~~Q ~:;tiJ~ CV~ 1,:?-n~:tt:ll 
"'?"~~I.:Il p·n~~-'.p 1"'J~ ""1' ;~! 1:O~} ":;l!I.:I119~~ 1t~7 "}~'!I19 
t"iN~-'.p 
(Isaiah 57:5-9) 
Only the priestly immigrants can provide true religious rituals (Berquist 1995:75). 
57.14-21 The narrator combines the two approaches and mediates between the 
two groups: 
The way back to God will be cleared of all obstacles. God is eager to accept all 
those who are humble and contrite of heart and to dwell amongst His people again. 
o t"~.p 1:)jQ "iW:tQ ~O"}V 1:)j-~~;l ~~b-~"o 'Q~114 
N~:t-n~11':;'~~ W"i?l C"9 iO~ W"i?l ,.p l~tD N~~l C~ 'Q~ n':> ":P15 
tC"N:;"~ :1" n,"nn"1 C""EJtD n1' n,"nn" n1'-"!ltD1 
'T:'" -:-: 'T: - -:-: - -: 
(Isaiah 57:14-15) 
God had been angry with His people because of their wrongdoings and greed and 
they had been punished and abandoned by Him but the time has now come for the 
breach between God and his people to be healed. 
"~~ niO~t1 '1i~~~ "~~1'Q lJ1'-":P '1i~~~ n~~,:? N?, :1"}~ C,:?i»,? N? ":P16 











!i!171j7:P ~:titzj 1(~j ~'~P:~: '~9tr ~il~~: .,t:l~~i? il'¥~ li~~17 
!i"'?~N'?i i'? c"onj C~WN' ~ilnjNi ~ilNe'Ni "n"N' i"~'i18 
T •• -: - : • •••• •• - -:- •• : - : •• T : ... : ° • T T T : 
!i"1}N~'~ il4il~ ,~~ ~i'i??: pin?,? Ci'?~ Ci'?~ C:~~~ ~.,~ N'ji!119 
(Isaiah 57:16-19) 
Those who continue to do evil will never know safety. 
!co.,tp4 tzj~j i"9"~ ~tzj'~:j '?~1" N~ COi?~tr .,~ tzj?~~ C!~ C"~~'Vl20 
o !C.,~~,,? .,tr~~ ,~~ Ci'?~ "'~21 
(Isaiah 57:20-21) 
God dwells in high holy places as well as with those who are contrite and are 
humble v. 15. It is only the wicked who are rejected by God w. 19-21. The narrator 
adopts a universalistic approach and is of the opinion that God is accepting of all 
people who do not do wicked deeds (Berquist 1995:75). 
Second phase 
Isaiah 58.1-59.21 What God requires is true fasting, the keeping of the 
Sabbath, while those who disobey the law are condemned 
58.1-14 the priestly immigrants address the political immigrants 
Isaiah 58:1-14 
The political immigrants are accused of being eager to know and obey the law but 
they are only paying lip service. 
:lp~~ n"~(1 C~~~ .,~~( ,~tr: 'J(ip C'jV '~iW~ 1a,~t.:l-'?~ li'~~ N?P:1 
!CnN°t9n 
T -
'''v~~ CO~~Q1 il~~ ili?J¥-'~~ "i~f 1~~~~~ .,~?' n,t''J) l1W',: Ci" ci" "1}iN)2 












The priestly immigrants take issue with the political immigrants because they 
disapprove of the latter's understanding of fasting. Fasting is not a means by which 
God can be swayed or influenced. God requires more than fasting; he demands 
justice and compassion to the poor (vv. 3-10) (Berquist 1995:75): 
r~tr-~lt¥9t;l C~9'~ Ci"~ ltJ l''JO It;) ~~~~~ ~~"~.p ~"~, It;) ~~9~ iT~f3 
!1fl;~~1=1 C~":J~l'-';I~, : •• : •• :- T: 
Ci'~~ .!'''Q~tr( Ci!l~ ~C~~~-lt; l'~"J 9"1~~ ni~tr(~ ~C~~~ iT¥Q~ :J"":l( ltJ4 
:C~(ii' 
,~~~ i'~) ifDlt', fC1~:P 9'~fq ifD~~ C'Jtt ni~.!' ci" ~iT'J~?~ ci~ iT:~: iT!~q5 
:iT~iT"~ li~, Ci") Ci~-lt'i?t;l iT!'?q .!'''~~ 
C"~~~, n~fD' iT~iC ni'1llt ,1=1iT l'W, ni::l~'n n1=1! ~iT'n:Jlt Ci~ itt lti';liT6 
• : - - : T ... -: ., - - ': ... : - -" - ,. T : '0" ': -: 
:~i'~~t;1 iTttiC-';I~) C"~~~ 
in"t;'~) c,~ iT~~t:1-"~ n:~ It'':;1~ C"'J~'9 C"~~~j 19~7 :J~'f O·,~ lti';lq7 
tC,?,pt;1t:1 It; 1~~~Q1 
iT'iT~ ,i:J:P li?7~ 1"~~( 1~iJ) n9¥t:1 iT,tJ9 It;1~~~j l"Jilt 'IJ~~ l'i?~: ttts 
:1~9~~ 
l'~¥~ n~~ iTttiC l~i1=1Q "Q~-C~ '~~;:t 'Qlt") l'j~t;1 iTa~~ iT)iT'j It'i?t;l ttt9 
tntt-'~j) 
tC:'cr¥~ It;1f~~j l"Jilt 1~'n~ n:}!) .!''':p,~t.:l iT~~~ fD~a) 1~~~ :J~'f i'~~)10 
(Isaiah 58:3-10) 
Once the political immigrants help the poor and observe the Sabbath, God will 
bless them and they will have abundance - they will be known as the people who 
rebuild the walls, who restored the ruined houses (v. 12b) (Berquist 1995:75) 
:J~'m9 r"J~ ,:t~ 1( It?i') C~ii't;1 ,i'r,i, "19iC C'til' ni:J~O l~Q 1~~~12 
tn::lw';I ni:J'n~ 
': T T '. : 











59.1-15a The locals respond 
The locals are of the opinion that it is not that God has chosen to ignore the political 
immigrants' prayers. Rather it is the sins of the political immigrants that are 
creating a barrier between them and God. It is because of their violent deeds, lies 
and acts of murder that God is ignoring them. 
!.piO~Q iJ!~ iT~=t~-t(~~ .p"~iiT~ iTJiT~-'~ iT~¥~-t(~ ltr1 
C"~~ ~'''E:!9o C~"tJ'Kt9IJ~ C~"tr"'~ ,.,~( C~~"~ C"7:t=tQ ~"iJ C~"tJ'Ji~tC~ ":P2 
!l'iOfBO C~O - ... . .. , , 
iT7~.p C~1iCZ;( 't?~-~'f:t C~"tJin~~ l'~~ C~"tJ'l'f¥~~ C'~ ~,~'~~ C~"~~ ":P3 
:iT~iTn 
'.' : '." 
(Isaiah 59:1-3) 
In the opinion of the locals it is both the priestly immigrants and political immigrants 
who are at fault. The courts are corrupt and they win their cases by means of lies. 
Indeed the deeds of the immigrants are evil and hurt others. As a consequence of 
their destructive behaviour no one can be safe (w 4-8; Berquist 1995:75): 
''''?iiT~ '9~ i'iJ t(!~-'~j) ~iT'r-l-'.p tTi~f iT~10~~ ~,~~ r~! P'~=t t('J'p-r~4 
:1J~ 
l'i?fE:! iTj'~iJ! n10~ CO"~"~Q '~t(iJ ~J'~~ CZ;":;tf.p "'J~p! 1l'j?:;1 "~'l'~~ "~"~5 
:iT~~~ 
090 '.p'El~ 1J~-"~~Q CO"~~Q CO"~~~f 1G)~~: t("'~ 'a~( ~"~:-t('" CO"'J~P6 
:CiT"S;:'!), .. .. - . . . 
'~~J ,.rz; n~ ntJ~~Q CO"tJtJ~~Q "p.~ c, 1'S~7 "qQ"J 1~~~ l''J7 CO"~~'J7 
:cni~OO!)' 
T .:' 
rtf 1'::1''1 ,.~ c07 1CZ;iP~ Cv"tJi::t"t:'11 C~"~-?Qf ~'~Q ,.,~! 1l'~~ t('" C,,~ 1j'8 













Although the priestly immigrants may hope for light to walk by there will only be 
darkness. Even though they have confessed their crimes because they are guilty of 
oppressing others and rejecting God's law the priestly immigrants cannot hope for 
justice (vv 9-14; Berquist 1995:76): 
niji.:q~ j~n-il~iJ! ,iK'? ilji?~ ili?7¥ 'Jt,tl K~J '~~Q t!.)~~Q Ptr? 1~-".p9 
tj~iJ~ ni"~~~ 
C"~Q~~~ 9~~~ C:'Jcr¥~ 'J(~~ il~~~~ C:~".p 1"~~' '''j? C""H'~ il~~~~10 
tC"n~~ 
H~~Q ili?Q? il~'tO"~ r~J t!l~~~,? ilji?~ il~ry~ il'~iJ C"~ilJ~! 'J'f~ C"~~~ il9cr~ 11 
tC'J~1; 'J"OJi~l 'J~l.( 'J".p~~-":p 'J~ il~~~ 'J"rm(t9tr: 'JJt~ 1J".p~~ '::J'J-":P12 
:J~Q i~'ilJ i,'il il?9: P~l'-'f:r 'J"iJ~~ ,tr~g ~iO~: ilJil"~ tOlJ~: .pfD~13 
t'i?~-"'J=t:r 




The locals conclude and say to the priestly immigrants that there is no honesty left. 
Whoever turns away from dOing evil will himself become a victim of crime (v 15; 
Berquist 1995:76): 
tt!.)~~Q 1"~-":P '''r.p:t l''J~1 ilJil; K~:j "?it=1~Q l'?g '9) n'JJ-?~ n9~iJ "iJI;lj15 
Isaiah 59: 15 
The immigrant politicians are guilty of committing iniquities while the priestly 
immigrants do not observe the correct rituals and are abusive. They (the priestly 











59.15b-20 Then the political immigrants respond to the locals 
The political immigrants agree that there is no justice and because of this God will 
intervene and save them from the enemy. Using the imagery of God dressed ready 
to do battle with the enemy the political immigrants pronounce that God will punish 
the enemy even if they are living in distant lands. The scene takes on international 
dimensions. From east to west everyone will acknowledge the God of Israel 
(59.15b-19; Berquist 1995:76): 
!~~~Q 1"~-"~ '''r-Pf l''J~l ilJil~ l(~~1 '??ir-l~Q l"~ '9~ nJJ¥a n9~iJ "iJ~115 
l("iJ in~7~~ il'°'! i'? l'~ir-ll .p"~~Q 1"~ .,~ C~ir-l~:l tD"~ 1"~-"~ l(~~116 
niln~OO 
: T T : 
~.p:l n~::l(t:l C~~ "'J~~ tD~(:l itDl(°'f il.v~tD~ l'~i~~ l:~~~ il~'¥ tD~(:117 
!ill$ti? '?., ~9~ 
!C~tD" '?~O~ C"!!l('? ,":J"0l(,? '?~O~ ,.,,~'? ilon C~tD" '?l'~ ni'?o~ '?l'~18 
•• -: : ··T T:: : TT: T·· •• -: -: ... :-: 
(Isaiah 59: 15-19) 
God has seen that there is no justice for the political immigrants and he will save 
them and destroy their enemies of Jerusalem (59.20; Berquist 1995:76): 
(Isaiah 59:20) 
59.21 Mediation 
Berquist interprets 59.21 as a final intermediation between the two groups. The 
political immigrants and the locals meet each other halfway, for it is the God of the 











a turning point, after this the immigrants have the advantage and a sense of 
alienation sets in among the locals who choose to be exclusivists (59.21; Berquist 
1995.76). 
'J"~:P "t:lrt~-'~~ "j:t7~ 'J"t-t' ,~~ "r:t~, il4il; 'Q~ OE;li~ "t}"*:1:P n~'r "~~l 
:O'fil'-'.t', il~.t'~ il4il; 'Q~ 'J~~! l'j! "~Q~ 'J~~! "~Q~ 'J"~Q ~tD~~~-~'" 
(Isaiah 59:21) 
Berquist's assumption is that the people of Zion and the children of Jacob represent 
the two groups (1995:76). 
Third Phase 
Isaiah 60:1·65:8 The growing schism between the political immigrants and 
the priestly immigrants 
60.1-3, 13-15 The modus operandi of the priestly immigrants; 
and 60.4-12 & 60.16-63.19 the modus operandi of the political immigrants 
The priestly immigrants 
The priestly immigrants declare that God is in Jerusalem and the light of God 
shines forth from Jerusalem. The other nations will acknowledge that God is there 
and they will come to Jerusalem (60.1-3): 
tM?! 1:'.?-t' il~il; 'i:J=?~ 1ji~ ~:t "~ "*:1i~ "QiP1 
1:'.?-t' i'i:J=?~ il4il; Mjr 1:~-t" O"~~( ~~?~l rJ~ril~~; 1~MiJ il~i)-"~2 
:il~'" ... Tn 
(Isaiah 60: 1-3) 
The people of Jerusalem will be glad and excited when they the people of God 











'~-".t' 1:ti~:t~ ~K':l~ pin,~ 1:~~ 1~-~K:t ~~:p.p:~ 0r~ 't~~~ 1:~'t -P. ::l't=;l9-'t~~4 
tit~OKr-I 
T - T •• 
t1~ ~K'::l~ O:i~ ,,'to O~ lioq 1:'t~ 1~O~-'t~ 1;:t'? ::l0,) 'O~~ t;I~iJ~) 't~~I:1 t~5 
(Isaiah 60:4-5) 
The priestly immigrants describe to the locals the glory and splendour of the future 
Jerusalem and her Temple in Isaiah 60.13-15 and they are joined with the political 
immigrants who speak with the same voice in 60.4-12 (Berquist 1995:76). 
The political immigrants 
The political immigrants declare that many people bringing great wealth will come 
to the future Jerusalem (Isaiah 60.4-9, 11, 16-17,22; Berquist 1995:76). They also 
speak of the walls of the city being rebuild and a time when all the nations will serve 
Jerusalem (Isaiah 60.10, 12, 18; 61.4-11; 62.2, 6, 10; 63.1-6; Berquist 1995:76). 
In Berquist's opinion the political immigrants have been endowed with the spirit of 
God because they have been chosen to free the captives from their oppressors. In 
other words the political immigrants have been sent by God to save the locals 
(Isaiah 61.1-3; Berquist 1995:76): 
::l7.-'t'j:p.~~,? rD::lq't 't~0~~ O't)~~ ,~;,? 'tl}K it4it~ n~91.t'~ 't,?~ itlit~ 't~"~ 0~'1 
tOip-ni?~ C't}~O~'t) ,i" C:1::l~7 K"P:7 
to't7;~-"f OrJ~( ~~'trf"K7. 0i?~ Oi't) it4it't't li~,-n~~ K"P:72 
itrt:t~ it~~Q ,,~~ nOt!litD~ 19~ ,~~ nOt! ,~~ oV( no( li!l~ 't7.~~'t 01tD(3 
t'~~~t:t,? it4it~ 17~Q P'~iJ 't7.'t~ 0v~ K,'P) itO~ 01' nOt! 











According to Berquist's understanding of the text both immigrants groups employ 
clever rhetoric in their endeavour to sway the locals to identify with them (Berquist 
1995:76). 
64.1-12 The distressed locals respond 
The locals speak their mind and call upon God for intervention. Their language 
becomes apocalyptical as they sense they are losing the battle against the 
immigrants. The locals confess their wrongdoings and call upon God not to 
abandon them w. 5-7 (Berquist 1995:76): 
I]i'f i~~i~J i~r~ ilt-?~ "~~J i~"rip7~-"f C":r~ 'a~=?ii~r~ l(~~~ "iJ~J5 
!1~l(ts" 
"- T' 
i~~1Ct;JJ i~~Q 'J"a~ '!J':1t.:1C?iJ-"~ jf p"rQlj'? ''J'~~Q 'J9~:t l('JiP-1"~J6 
!1~~i~-'~:p. 
n~r~ 'J7~ il~~~11~'J¥'" il'!J~) '9'nlj 1~ry~~ il'!J~ i~";~ il4il; il'!J,p)7 
(Isaiah 64:5-7) 
Surely God will not to be indifferent to the deeds of the enemy (w. 10-12). It would 
seem as if Berquist identifies this enemy as being the same as the oppressive (pro-
Persian) immigrants (v. 12) (Berquist 1995:77). The locals question God and ask 
whether He will remain unmoved by the sight of the ruins of the First Temple: 
il~iJ 1~"1~Q~-"~J rzj~ n;l'J~~ il~iJ i~"ti::l~ 'Ji"'?iJ ,~~ 1~tJ':1~~t:lJ i~;;7i? n"~10 












65:1-7 The priestly immigrants respond to the locals 
The priestly immigrants vehemently accuse the locals of rebelling against God and 
conducting pagan fertility rituals (65.3) (Berquist 1995:77). 
to"~~,?iJ-~~ 0"}~i?9~ ni~~~ O"r:r~t '''Qt;I "~~-~~ "t}iN O"Q" .p=?~iJ 0~03 
(Isaiah 65:3) 
In addition to the above the locals are guilty of defying the law of kashrut and eat 
pork amongst other things and then they consult the spirits of the dead which is 
also forbidden by Torah. 
!Ov"'~ O"~~~ i''J9~ '''!QiJ '~:p O"~=?'NO ~j"~~ O"}~~~:;;~ O"}~i?~ 0"=;1~l!iJ4 
(Isaiah 65:4) 
The locals are nothing less than hypocrites. They think of themselves as being holy, 
better than the priestly immigrants. The immigrant priests therefore declare that 
God will punish the locals for their disgusting behaviour (w 6-7): 
tOi?"1J-~~ "t:J9'p~) "t:J9'p~-0~ "~ il~n~ N'" "~~( il~~n=? il~ry6 
ni.p~~iJ-~~) Q"}OV-~~ ~,~~ ,~~ il~il: ,~~ i'17~ O~"tltl~ riji~j 0~"tiji~7 
o tOi?"1J-~~ il~'tDN} O~r~~ .,t}'iQ1 "~1!l~1J 
(Isaiah 65:6-7) 
65.8 Mediation 
God will not destroy the good with the bad. No matter how much in-fighting 












i::1 iT~'::1 ,::> 1iTn'nWr-l-"N 'ON' .,i::>WN::1 ~i"r-liT N~I'.O' 'WN::> iT1iT' 'ON iT~8 
TT: ' "':- - -T: :':T .- "T' ':-:- T: -T 
t';::>ij n'l}~ij 't:1(=;l( 'j?~ T-t'O( iT~~~ T~ 
(Isaiah 65:8) 
Berquist sees the infighting and disagreement amongst the factions as the crux of 
the matter, but all is not lost. He concludes that: 
, .. it offers a hope for all concerned: destruction is not at stake, no 
matter how great the disagreement becomes. Unfortunately the 
debate retreats from this position and devolves into rejection (Berquist 
1995:77). 
Fourth phase 
Isaiah 65.9-66.24 Retribution 
65.9 - 66.19a The judgement of the nations 
The political immigrants paint a picture of the restored Jerusalem and its inhabitants 
living in conditions of abundance while those who worship foreign gods will starve. 
They will die violent deaths and be disgraced (65.11-15). The name of the locals 
will become a curse (v, 15) but the political immigrants will be given a new name 
and form part of the new creation of God (w. 11-15) (Berquist 1995:77): 
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t'lJtt C~ N,P:: '''~~~~~ iTJiT~ "~'i~ 1~"~nJ "j"r:r=t~ ii.v~:J~~ C~rt~ C~ry~i}~15 
(Isaiah 65:11-15) 
The locals are excluded from the new creation, the new earth and new heavens, 
where all will co-exist in peace. The new Jerusalem will be a place of joy and 
prosperity (w. 17-25). (Berquist 1995:77) 
Therefore the locals attack those who support the temple project, namely the pro-
Persian immigrants (66.1) (Berquist 1995:77): 
iTr"~~ "~-~~=tr;J ,~~ n::; iTr"~ "~tj C'in rJ~iJ~ "~9~ C:Q~iJ ii~iT~ 'Q~ ii~1 
t"t}IJ~~rt C'P9 
(Isaiah 66: 1) 
The locals avow that God has no need for a temple and those who serve there are 
peNerse and wicked. The priestly immigrants and political immigrants are in fact 
God's enemies and are soon to be destroyed (66.5-6) (Berquist 1995:77). 
"~~ l~Q( C~"::r~rt C~"~ttt7 C~"fj~ ~,rt~ "~;r-"~ C""'JqiJ ii~ii~-':;;r ~»rt~5 
HrD:l" Cii' c.:>nnotD:J iiN'~' iT,iT" i:n~" " ": .,': - : .: .,': .: T: -: • 
t'''~~N( "~o~ O~~rt iT~ii~ "'p "~"tr~ "'P ,,, l:'~ l'N~ "'P6 
(Isaiah 66:5-6) 
No possibility of reconciliation can exist after this declaration by the locals (Berquist 
1995:77). The tone of the locals has become altogether apocalyptic as they 
describe the Divine Warrior's retribution (66.15-16)(Berquist 1995:77): 
'n'.v~' leN iiOn!1 :J"~iT" '''n':J~'o iTEm~.:>' N':J" ~N!1 ii'iT" ii~ii-"~15 T -:-: - T •• : • T : T :: - T - : T" T T : .. • • 
(Isaiah 66:15-16) 
tfD~-"~n~f 
tiT,iT" """n ~!1" ,tD!1-"~-nN '!1'n:J~ ~e~~ ii'iT" fDN:J "~16 











The priestly immigrants hit back at the locals (v. 17); the end is near for those who 
practise p~gan fertility rites and eat disgusting food (v.17) (Berquist 1995:77): 
ri?~tr) '''!qtr ,~:p "'-=?N: 1J~~ nlJ~ 'IJ~ ni~~tr-"~ C"}Q~~tr) C"~~j?~~tr17 
til'il"-CN:j ~£)O" '~n" '!l~'vil' 
T: ... : ".T T: - T: - T: 
(Isaiah 66: 17) 
At this point Berquist aligns his argument along the same lines as that of Hanson 
(1995:79). (Hanson's argument is discussed in the following section of this 
chapter.) 
66.19b-24 The final mediation 
Berquist recognises a final intermediation in vv. 18-24 in which the two immigrant 
positions meet and together condemn the locals. All the nations of the world will 
come to worship God in Jerusalem and they will see the corpses of the rebellious 
locals (v 24) (Berquist 1995:77-78). 
il!l:>n N:? CtBN:, n~on N:? Cr-I,V"in ,,~ "!l c" ,Vtlfeil C"a;jN:il "'~£)!l ~N:" ~N:~"'24 
.::. T·: T T:- ••• : - 'T-:T ":': T: :T: 
t'~~-"~( liN:~'] ~"V) 
(Isaiah 66:24) 
Berquist surmises that the locals did not need or want a temple and that they were 
satisfied to continue worshipping in locations that they thought were fitling, In the 










The shadow of Persia falls across Judah 
Resume 
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Ezekiel 40-48 can be regarded as an alternative ideology to that of Isaiah. The 
three groups identified by Berquist in Trito-Isaiah are competing for supremacy 
against each other. The conflict between the groups becomes a class conflict: the 
immigrants versus the locals (Berquist 1995:79). 
"In this recognition of class-based conflict, Paul Hanson is right. The 
group with the possibility of direct access to the Persian imperial 
resources wins. The immigrants suppress the native voices (ibid.)." 
In his unravelling of the text in Trito-Isaiah Berquist finds that the locals lost the 
battle to prevent the temple construction even though they outnumbered the 
immigrants and had direct control over the food supply and crops (ibid.). 
In his conclusion Berquist explains the purpose for the preservation of the tensions 
between the three groups in Trito-Isaiah, namely: 
... perhaps the Persian Empire required a report of the progress 
toward temple construction in Jerusalem and Isaiah 56-66 was 
composed as a summary of the differing viewpoints, making 
concessions to the opposition forces but emphatically stating the 












Hanson's theory of hierocrats and visionaries 
Hanson identifies two parties: the hierocrats and the visionaries. 
In his book The Dawn of the Apocalyptic (1979), Hanson identifies two main groups 
in Isaiah 56-66 who were active at the time prior to and during the construction of 
the Second Temple. 
The first group consisted of an eschatologically-oriented community who followed 
the school of Second and Third Isaiah. Hanson refers to this group as the 
visionaries (1979:42 & 69). 
The second group, the uneschatological rival group, were called the hierocrats by 
Hanson (ibid). They belonged to the school of Ezekiel, and consisted mainly of 
Zadokite priests who were the descendants of the priest Zadok, the chief priest of 
King David. 
Both groups endeavoured to re-establish the Temple Cult in Jerusalem during the 
6th and 5th centuries (Hanson 1979:71). Ultimately the hierocrats were triumphant 
and the visionaries were excluded from their dearly-desired goal for the restoration 
of their cult (Hanson 1979:75). 
Two leaders called Peace and Righteousness led the visionaries (Isaiah 60.17b): 
nlJIJ1 n~n~ C",?,pO nlJIJ) 99~ ~":;1~ '?!~;liJ nlJIJ) :lO! ~":;1~ n~n~iJ nlJt]17 












The visionaries looked forward to the day when the whole nation would become 
the priests of God (Hanson 1979:72). On that day all the people of God will be 
called t:l'p'~i1 (holy and righteous) (Hanson 1979:73). God himself will act directly on 
behalf of his people (Hanson 1979:75). Even though the visionaries conceded 
defeat for the time being, they continued to embrace their Warrior God and entered 
the realm of apocalyptic eschatology that provided the basis for their hope of an 
ultimate triumph when they would no longer be the underdog (Hanson 1979:79). 
The high priest, Joshua ben Jehozadak and the prince, Zerubbabel, led the 
hierocrats (Hanson 1979:72). The sons of Zadok were the only priests permitted to 
enter the inner sanctuary according to Ezekiel 44.5 (Hanson 1979:73): 
"~?~:-"~f nil7':1:;1 "~'P:Q nj~~Q-n~ ~'9 ; ,~~ pi,¥ "~~ tI~!(ij tI"~n~ij~ 
,,~.,~ tI~t tI'~ :ltlJ "7 :l"":lP:ij( "~~( 1'9~~ "~tI'!~( "?~ ~:l,!~: il~v "?~~ 
Ezekiel 44:15 
This effectively excluded the Levites from serving in the Temple, even more so 
once the Zadokites returned to Jerusalem. 
The hierocrats were re-instated as the official cult with the dedication of the Secohd 











Achtemeier distinguishes between the "Levitical-reform-Deuteronomic-
prophetic-group" versus the "priestly-exclusivistic-Zadokite party" in the 
years 538-515 BCE 
54 
In the same vein as Hanson, Achtemeier identifies signs of schism among the Jews 
in Trito-Isaiah by comparing the audience of Trito-Isaiah with that of Ezekiel. 
When the Zadokite priests who served in the Temple were exiled after the 
destruction of the First Temple, those who remained and continued with the cultic 
practices of bringing sacrifices to the altar were mainly Levitical priests. So it was 
that the Levites gained their status in Jerusalem during the exilic period as the 
removal of the Zadokites by the Babylonians created the opportunity for this 
(Achtemeier 1982:23). 
The Levitical priests had been gradually disenfranchised by the Zadokite 
priesthood, especially in Jerusalem (Achtemeier 1982:22). Consequently, with the 
destruction of the First Temple and the ensuing exile, there were very few 
Zadokites left in Jerusalem by 586 BCE. The impoverished Levites were now free 
to return to Jerusalem and offer their services where they chose. Achtemeier sees 
evidence of this in the lists of names of those who returned from exile given in Ezra 











According to Achtemeier: 
Trito-Isaiah is a polemical document, defending the cause of its 
righteous group and pronouncing judgement on the ways of its 
unrighteous adversaries (Achtemeier 1982: 17). 
The characteristics of Achtemeier's the righteous group 
The righteous who were loyal to the God of Israel are depicted in Isaiah 56-66 as 
having the following characteristics: they were an oppressed and outcast 
community (56.8; 57.1; 63.16) and they felt powerless and insignificant within the 
larger community (57.15; 66.2) (Achtemeier 1982:17). 
Based on 56.1-8, Achtemeier is of opinion that they included "D:lil-P (sons of 
foreigners) and 0'10 (eunuchs) (56.3-4) within the righteous community (Achtemeier 
1982:17-18). 
i~~ ~!'~ il~il~ .,t?":r~~ ~:.r~iJ 'bK~ il~il~-~~ ilt?~iJ '~~iJ-Tf '~K'''-~~!3 
o :tD;~ r ~ .,~~ Tv O"}~iJ '~K'''-~! 
"r-I~E1n 'rDK!l ~'n:J~ "nin!lrD-nK ~'CrD" 'tDK C"O"'t::l~ il'il" 'CK ii:>-"~4 
• : T T '.' -: - -: T - : - '': ::' '': -: " T - T: - T ' 
:"1}"}:;1~ C"P'''!!J~~ . . 
(Isaiah 56:3-4) 
(Here she is at odds with Hanson who places them into the hierocratic group.) 
This loyal community perceived themselves to be the true children of Israel (65.8-
":P1016) and were portrayed as the P"~i1 (57.1) (the righteous) who were 
CiJ"~~;'~ "'Jq~ ,,'?-t'~ ttl~ ,~~ ~~,~~ ni»t;1~ ,,'?-t'~ ~pq, ,~~ 0~1(iJ-C~ 
:Oji» 1N:tDj, 
T -: : T: 
Ezekiel 44:10 
E1 :i:!l iltD,U" 'rDK ~':>~~ in'":J,U ,:>~ n"!lil n'OrDO "'O'rD CniN: "r-InJ'14 
'':T'' .,'-: : T -: : 'T- '':',':' •• : T '-T: 











They are rv1P- CD (63.18) (a holy people) who had a love for Jerusalem (66.10). The 
loyal community hear and revere God's word (66.2,5) and take refuge in him 
(57.13). They observe Shabbat and the necessary fast days (56.2,4,6; 56.6-13) 
(Achtemeier 1982: 18). 
Achtemeier places the tl'iJ among the Levites and understands 66.18,21 which talks 
about God who gathers together all the people from all the nations and then making 
some of them into priests and Levites, as an event which occurred at that period of 
time rather than as an eschatological projection (Achtemeier 1982:17,147): 




Ezekiel's Zadokites reject "the righteous" 
The righteous endured rejection by the majority group because of their religious 
standpoint (66.5) to the extent in fact where they were not considered to be part of 
the covenant people (63.16, 18). They were hated and rejected by their "tl:;)'ntll" 
(kinsmen) (66.5) 
"Q~ l!,Q( C~":.r~~ c~"~~m c~"tr~ ~1~\t i1~;t-"~ C"'JJqiJ ilJil;-1~;t ~.u~V; 












because they would not participate in the disgusting practice of child sacrifice and 
the worshipping fertility gods by having sexual intercourse under the sacred trees 
(57.5): 
tC" ~'?9iJ "~~9 ntrt.:l C"7~~~ c"'J,?~iJ "~q'rD H~j r .P.-"f ntrt.:l C"7~f C.,~~t 
Isaiah 57:5 
According to Ezekiel, the motive for disenfranchising the Levites was that they had 
gone astray and worshipped idols. This resulted in their being banned from serving 
at the altar in Jerusalem (Ezekiel 44.13-14) (Achtemeier 1982: 18). 
Ct}~7:P ~K~~~ C"~'P:'iJ "~7i?-"~ "~'i?-"f-".t' n~a'?~ "71iJ~( .,~~ ~tzjr-K;) 
HWl' 'rDK cni:Jl'in1 
T '.' -: T -: : 
Ezekiel 44: 13-4 
The signs of a schism in the community in Yehud is further seen when Isaiah 56:1-
8 is compared to Ezekiel 40-48. Trito-Isaiah's more universalistic approach did not 
only include the goyim but also eunuchs. 
The message of Ezekiel runs contrary to that of Trito-Isaiah 66.17-21 in that Ezekiel 
forbade foreigners and the uncircumcised from entering the temple area (Ezekiel 
44.9) (Achtemeier 1982: 19): 
.,t;)~i?~-"~ Ki:J~ K; '~f ,,':)~~ :J~ ,,':)~ '~~-l~-"f it1it~ "~',~ ,~\t-it~ 












Rofe's Judean sects identified in Isaiah 66.1- 4 
In his article, Isaiah 66: 1-4: Judean sects in the Persian period as viewed by Trito-
Isaiah, Rofe provides additional evidence of the existence of diverse political-
religious factions present in Trito-Isaiah (1985:206). 
In much the same way as the preceding scholars referred to in this chapter, Rofe 
identifies two factions or groups active in the days of Trito-Isaiah, Zechariah and 
Haggai. 
The true group comprises: 
• the servants of the Lord and his chosen ones (Isaiah54.17; 65.8-9, 13-15, 
22,66.14), 
• those who take refuge in him (57.13), 
• those who fear the word of the Lord (66.2, 5), 
• his people who seek him (65.10), 
• those of Jacob who have repented of the rebellion (59.20), 
• the poor (66.2), 
• the broken, the humble, the humble in spirit (57.15), 
• the broken of spirit (66.2), 
• the afflicted, the broken-hearted (61.1), 
• the mourners of Zion (57.18; 61.2-3). 
The other group is characterised as wicked (57.20-21) and displays the following 
characteristics: 












• the enemies of the Lord (66.14), 
• rebels against the Lord (66.24). 
Rofe's opposing true group and wicked group (65.8-15; 66.5) can be distinguished 
from each other according to the following traits: 
• a sociological element consisting of those which is poor, oppressed and 
humble; secondly, 
• a religious element, described as those who rebel and those who do not; 
and thirdly 
• a political element which consists of those who are the mourners of Zion in 
opposition to those who have forsaken the Lord and have forgotten Zion 
(1985:206). 
Rofe has some difficulty in making a clear-cut separation between the two groups 
since they are intertwined in the text. He finds that in 66.3 there is a clear 
description of the identity of the members of the wicked party (Rofe 1985:207). 
As for those who slaughter oxen and slay humans, 
Who sacrifice sheep and immolate dogs, 
Who present as oblation the blood of swine, 
Who offer incense and worship false gods-
Just as they have chosen their ways 
And take pleasure in their abominations ... (Isaiah 66.3) 
iT~·:J,? '''~!Q '''rq-O:r iTOtQ iT'~Q :J~~ 1:1":)".1' i1~iJ Ij~il W"~-iT~Q ,iWiJ t!)t!iW 












According to Rofe's interpretation of v. 3 they can only be the priests who serve in 
the temple (1985:208). In fact, the 'first part of the participle acts in each line in v. 3 
acts as the subject (in the construct state) and describes the priestly profession. 
This is a description of the priests, as they ought to be. The second part of each 
line in the verse forms the predicate and object, depicting the abominable deeds of 
the priests (Rofe 1985:208-209). 
Rofe identifies the wicked group as the non-exilic priests in Jerusalem because 
they formed part of the sacrificial system through which the people brought their 
sacrifices to the altar (Rofe 1985:212). 
Trito-Isaiah then declares that God will select from among those who were 
returning from exile Levitical priests who are to serve God at the altar in Jerusalem. 
The monopoly of the Jerusalem priests will thus be broken (Rofe 1985:212). 
Ploger discerns two schools of thought 
P. Pleger (1968) identifies two main schools of thought that influenced the 
development of post-exilic Judaism. Mason describes Pleger's two schools as 
follows: 
The theocratic view to be associated with the Priestly writers and the Chronicler, 
ruled by the official priesthood with the Temple and its cult as their main frame of 











Those who had become disillusioned with the theocratic view and gravitated 
towards radical eschatological hopes of a future transformation of the present order 
(Mason 1982: 138). 
In his adaptation of Ploger's model, Hanson undermines the mythical-
eschatological elements in Ezekiel, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8 seeing them as of 
little significance (Mason 1982:139). This is necessary for his argument to succeed 
in depicting the visionaries as being the only ones who make use of fabulous 
eschatology in the portrayal of their hopes for the future. 
Conclusion 
From the studies made by the afore mentioned Biblical scholars it becomes 
apparent that the background and socio-political and religious atmosphere in the 
days of Trito-Isaiah, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8 was indeed complex. There are 
clear signs of a struggle for control and leadership in the community of Yehud 
which was in turn indirectly ruled by the Persian regime. For both Haggai and 
Zechariah, Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel was the favoured ruler of Yehud. In the 
contest that follows Zerubbabel gains an almost messianic status and is described 











The economy in Jerusalem after 586 BCE 
The political-economic function of the Temple for Persia 
Building temples formed part of the Persian policy for rebuilding the economic 
infrastructure. According to Blenkinsopp, the temples had an agrarian, economic 
and social function in the Ancient Near East in addition to their religious functions 
(Blenkinsopp 1991 :27). The larger temples that existed during the Persian Period 
were wealthy institutions. They were managed by landowners who had their own 
labour force. The temples also fulfilled a quasi-banking function and advanced 
loans to those in need (Blenkinsopp 1991 :23). Furthermore they played a dominant 
role in the market, storing produce that was in excess and then redistributing it 
when it was needed (Blenkinsopp 1991 :23). 
The priests of the temple had to report to the Persian officials concerning the 
collection and payment of the tribute that was owing to the Persian government. 
They also kept record of the distribution of agricultural produce (Nehemiah 13.13) 
(Blenkinsopp 1991 :23-24). The Persian government also held the priests 
answerable for the enforcement of the law, stability and peace in their regions 
(Blenkinsopp 1991 :24). 
Persia's agenda for the reconstruction of the temples of the conquered nations was 
not primarily for pious reasons. Blenkinsopp ascribes the success of the Persian 












The first step in the implementation of its administrative policies in the various 
satrapies was to select a dominant elite core group whose loyalty could not be 
questioned, and to appoint them to serve in key positions in the local communities. 
Secondly, they allowed them a reasonable amount of autonomy to execute their 
administrative duties (Blenkinsopp 1991:26). Temples served as catalysts of 
economic exchange and promoters of social cohesion (Blenkinsopp 1991 :26). 
The political-economical function of the Temple for the elite in Yehud 
Blenkinsopp discusses Joel Weinberg's hypothesis, The Burger-Temple-Gemeinde 
(the civic-temple community) in Weinberg's article Die Agrarverhaltnisse in der 
BUrger-Temple-Gemeinde der Achamenidenzeit, (1976) in which Weinberg 
elaborates on the economic function of temples. Weinberg's hypothesis, The 
Burger-Temple-Gemeinde (the civic-temple community) states that the temple 
priests formed a coalition with the landlords and established an autonomous elite 
class with the aim of providing its members with the means for self-management 
and mutual economic assistance (Blenkinsopp 1991:27). In order to form the "elite 
class", the Jewish immigrants from Babylon had to reclaim the land their ancestors 
had lost when they were deported to Babylon. In the meantime the land had been 
distributed to the peasants who did not own property (2 Kings 25.12) (Blenkinsopp 
1991:53) 
(2 Kings 25:12) 
Clearly those who had worked and lived on the land as if it were their own since 











theirs. For this purpose the elite needed to rebuild the Temple as the centre around 
which they could carry out their operations as the so-called Burger-Temple-
Gemeinde (Blenkinsopp 1991 :53). 
The local inhabitants of Yehud. 
Prior to the return of the exiles the local inhabitants faced economic hardship and 
privation (Verhoef 1987:29). There were crop failures due to the unfavourable 
weather conditions, and their neighbours, the Samaritan "aristocracy" were openly 
hostile and wrote a letter of complaint to the Persian ruler about the undesirable 
action of the Jews (Ezra 4.11-12; Verhoef 1987:29). 
i[j~~ 17=t.p ~f~O ~t;1rqi!jr:n:r:n~-?.p "iJ;'~ 1n7rq "1 ~~~~~ 1~i!J~;l i1rr 
::l :n:Jl'~1 i1ii1ri:::ll' 
~:": : T -~ - - -: 
1::J!.rq1i"7 ;n~ ~~.,!. ~ l~l~-F~ 1P79 "1 ~:.'J1i1~ "1 ~f~O~ ~lD!. .p",~ 
;1~"n" ~:~~q 1'7=?i!j ~:-:rliV1 r~~ ~~rq"~:;l1 ~~7"J~ ~~~~p 
(Ezra 4:11-12) 
In the early years of Darius' reign, when Haggai spoke his first oracle to the people 
in Jerusalem, Yehud was experiencing famine, blight, drought and general futility 
(Haggai 1.4-6). 
to:::>":::>''1-''» O:::>~~" ,c"fD nil(~~ n~n" 'Cl( nO:;> nr-l»~ 
': •• :- - '::-: ' T: T: -T T-: 
cn(-1"~) tDi~( n~~~(-r~) in~ n~=t~(-r~) "i:::>l$ t!l~~ l(~iJ) n~!iJ O~-?j! 
El t~~p~ 'i'¥-"~ '~tI~Q '~tI~~iJ) i" 
(Haggai 1 :4-6) 
With the return of the exiles came instability as the elite laid claim to the land that 











The locals considered the land their own as they had been living and farming in the 
area since the exile (Verhoef 1987: 29). 
Verhoef interprets the reference in Ezekiel 33.24 as a justification for the locals to 
lay claim to the land. They were somewhat reluctant to hand over the land to the 
elite whose forefathers had been the landowners prior to the exile (ibid.). 
00:t=t~ n:o 'O~ iON~ O"":19N "~:t~: nQ7~-"~ n~~o ni::l:tOO ";~" O?l$-lf. 
o tn~:tiO( f'Jl$O n~t;1~ ~)'? O"~j ~)~~~1 f'Jl$o-n~ rDj"~J 
(Ezekiel 33:24) 
The major festivals were still celebrated in Jerusalem and attracted many pilgrims. 
The sacrifices at these events served as a form of income for the priests, while the 
many visitors to Jerusalem boosted her economy (Carter 1994:141). The bit of 
good fortune that the locals experienced as a result of the pilgrims visiting 
Jerusalem would also come to an end once the Temple had been rebuilt and once 
again fell under the control of the Zadokite priests. 
It was against the backdrop of the conditions described above that the prophet 











The form of the Book of Haggai 
The dates in the Book of Haggai place it in the time after the accession of Darius, to 
the throne of Persia. By that time the civil unrest and rebellious outbreaks against 
his succession to the throne had been quelled according to Berquist. This was 
round about the time the Persian army was deployed in Egypt. On the army's way 
to Egypt it would of necessity pass through Yehud en route (Berquist 1995:66). 
Darius needed the people of Yehud to rebuild their temple, as the temple 
administration would form an important part of his military campaigns. The Temple 
would serve a political, economic and judicial function in addition to being a cultic 
institution (Meyers & Meyers 1987:37-38). 
The exhortations in Chapter 1 of the Book of Haggai are all entrenched in the 
condition of the economic situation of the time. They show that the people are in 
disfavour with God (ibid). Meyers & Meyers perceive the rebuilding of the Temple 
as a sign that the God of Israel had renewed his covenant with them (1987:38). 
The use of the date formulae as editorial framework is unique to the Book of 
Haggai (Floyd 1995:471). The date formulae function as superscriptions and 
provide information by means of introduction to the oracle, such as the date and 
political circumstances at that time (Floyd 1995:474). They also indicate the extent 











The book demonstrates Haggai's rhetorical skills and ability to engage the people 
in dialogue. In brief, the Book of Haggai is a short, apologetic historical narrative 
(Petersen 1984:39). The author uses prophetic oracles that are presented as 
disputation speeches to bring his message to the audience (Petersen 1984:36; 
Ollenburger 1989:406). 
There is also a decidedly chronological ordering of the material and this creates the 
effect that the Book of Haggai is similar to a chronicle or historical narrative rather 
than merely a prophetic collection. The narrator discusses the development of 
events involved in the rebuilding the Temple and not just the prophet's exhortations 
to have the Temple rebuilt (Petersen 1984:32-33). Moreover, there is an underlying 
cause-and-effect theme occurring throughout (Petersen 1984:33). 
Various scholars such as Hanson, Ploger and Achtemeier (mentioned earlier) refer 
to the audience of Isaiah, Ezekiel and Haggai by different names such as 
visionaries and Zadokites. Most of the commentators on the Book of Haggai do not 
identify the audience and only refer to them as the people. 
For the sake of clarity, the two main groups or factions that were active in 
Jerusalem when the prophet Haggai delivered his messages will be referred to as 
the locals and the elite in this dissertation. The reference to locals will refer in the 
main to the inhabitants of Jerusalem who were not exiled to Babylon, while the elite 












In order to have a finer understanding of the message the prophet Haggai brought 
to the people living in Jerusalem in the second year of the reign of the Persian king, 
Darius, it will be necessary to look at every one of the oracles. The oracles make up 
the greater part of the book. 
Motyer (1998:969) identifies six oracles in the Book of Haggai, namely: 
• oracle to Zerubbabel and Joshua: the Lord's house lies in ruins [1.1-2]; 
• oracle to the people: the neglected house of God is the cause of bane [1.3-
11 ]; 
• oracle to the builders: the Lord's presence in the present [1.12-15a]; 
• oracle to the leaders and people: the Lord's presence for the future [1.15b-
2.9]; 
• oracle to the priests and the people: the restored house and the cause of 
blessing [2.10-19]; 












The rhetoric of the Book of Haggai 
Rhetoric can be defined as the art of persuasion (Gitay1993:136). The prophets of 
the Tanach presented their messages to their audiences in such a way as to 
persuade them to rethink the situation and then to follow a different path. 
A close reading of prophetic speech shows that condemning the 
people's deeds is not an end in itself. The prophets also seek 
persuasion: explaining to their audience the consequence of their 
deeds and calling them to choose the right way (Gitay 1993:137). 
Haggai did not only seek to persuade the people to reassume and complete the 
building of the Temple, but also to understand the moral and ethical implications of 
their deeds (Haggai 2.14): 
CtT'J~ iT~~Q-"f 1;?] iT4iT~-C~~ .,~~( iT~iJ "i~iJ-l;?] iT~iJ-C~iJ 1:;:? "'~N·lIJ "~IJ l~~J 
tN~iT N~~ C~ ~:1""i?~ "'~~J 
(Haggai 2:14) 
Haggai adopts a quasi-logical rather than scientific method (Gitay 1993: 135). This 
was the style employed by the classical prophets and is a careful balance between 
rational, mathematical proof and emotional appeal (ibid.). The audience is 
confronted with the cause of the economic problems they are in and the reason for 
this divine punishment. In order to escape these futile circumstances they can heed 
God's call for the reconstruction of the His House and then reap the ensuing 











In a sense the argument follows along the lines of cause and effect which in terms 
of the biblical prophets is generally found to be embedded in the laws of nature. 
Natural disasters do not strike for no reason, the cause is not coincidental or ex 
nihilo nihil fit (Haggai 1.10-11) (Gitay 1993: 138): 
rt(~::l; iT~(f r'J~V) "~Q c:~~ ~lt(f c~",~ l~r"~ 
"-P) 'V¥:tr-"-P) ftDi'''t:1tr-''~) H,tr-"-P) C"':1V~r"-P) r'J~V-"~ ::l'J'n lt~P:~~ 
o tC"e::> j)")"-,,::> "j)~ iTCiT~iT-"j)~ C,ltiT-"j)~ iTC,ltiT It''~iti ,tDlt 
'T- -.: T -: T": - -: TTT -: TT-:T • .:-: 
(Haggai 1:10-11) 
In order to gain a deeper insight into the message of the prophet it is necessary to 
understand the literary method he employs. Haggai's style is designated to appeal. 
There is mutual interaction which takes place between the prophet, his audience 
and message. 
The prophetic style is the language of oratorical rhetoric, a 
communicative discourse which includes various sorts of modes 
depending on the issue and function of the specific prophetic speech 
(Gitay 1989:81). 
When analysing the text of the Book of Haggai it is important to take into 
consideration its three dimensional nature. Firstly, there is the audience, their 
situation, circumstances, feelings and religious and political attitudes. Secondly, the 
prophet should be seen as a person who needs to establish his credibility as well 
as how his personality influences the interaction with his audience. Thirdly, it is 
essential to understand the way in which the prophet has constructed his speech 











According to this we can view Haggai's first speech in the following vein: Haggai 
(1 :2-11) began his address by stating the people's position - that they had stopped 
the work on the reconstruction of the Temple. After establishing their position in the 
argument the prophet questions the wisdom of their decision. He then pursues the 
issue with a powerful appeal targeting their reasoning, emotions and ethical 
standpoint. With a swoop the prophet zones in on all their primary needs, that is, 
those that are basic to man's existence. They suffer from hunger, cold and poverty 
because they neglect their responsibility in providing one of the "primary needs" of 
God, namely that he does not have a house, while they all have beautifully 
constructed homes. 
(Haggai 1:4) 
nitt~¥ iT4iT~ t:l~~ iT~ 1.p~ i::l "t:l~~~) n;~iJ t:ltltt~ql t!)~l?7 iTHi)) iT~~iJ-"~ iT')~ 
tin"~( tD.,~ t:l.,~~ t:l~~) ::l'JO tt~iT-'~~ .,t}.,~ l.p~ 
(Haggai 1 :9) 
This passionate rebuke directed at the people and the rulers evoked feelings of fear 
and reverence in the people and opened the door for Haggai to respond with words 
of reassurance: 
tiT4iT~-t:l~~ t:l~t;l~ .,~~ ,btt, t:l~,? iT~iT~ n~:;'~(~f iT~iT~ 1~(Q "~IJ '~tt'l!l 
(Haggai 1 :13) 
The first speech can be classified as deliberative rhetoric whereby Haggai 
succeeded in persuading his audience in making a re-evaluation on their 
circumstances and roused them to take action (Gitay 1991 :7). There is also an 
underlying element of judicial rhetoric (Gitay 1991 :7) by means of which the prophet 











the law is not stated explicitly but the audience would have been familiar with it, 
such as the call for obedience mentioned in Leviticus: 26.14-20: 
"tI'¥Q-"f-n~ n'fD~ "~(=;l( c~~~~ ".pf~ "~~~Q-n~ C~) ~O~~~ "tjf~:P-C~) 
:"t}"":l:p-n~ C~,~tt( 
ntrjiPtt-n~) n~o~tt-n~ i1fO~ C~"?~ "~7i?~ry) C~f nN~-i1~~~ "~!r9~ 
:C~"~:N ~i1~~~1 C~~'! i'''":lf C~-?'J!' tO~~ n~",~~ C:~"~ n'~~~ 
9j"-1"~) c~9n c~"~~m c~:t ~,~) c~"~;'1( "~~~ C~~~~) c~~ "~~ "~tI~) 
OtC~~~ 
tc~"n1(·t!3n-"J.1 J.1::ltD c~n1( i1'~"" "r-1E30'" ,," ~J.10tDn N'" i1~N-'J.1-CN' 
*"'*.. - - - .: *:: .". T: - : ..: - T:" ::.. .: ... - '" : 
ti1~~~~ c~¥,~-n~) "!'~~ c~"~~-n~ "~tI~) C~!~ l'Nrn~ "~';t~) 
ti",~ 1t1: 1('" rj~O r~) rtf~:l:-n~ C~¥'~ ltlt}-N"') c~q~ i'''":lf CtI) 
(Leviticus 26: 14-20) 
A close symbiotic relationship is revealed between the narrator of the text and the 
oracles spoken by the prophet such that Floyd concludes: 
The narrative's effectiveness in fulfilling its own rhetorical objectives 
thus depends upon a common awareness of some proven record 
relating to Haggai, on which the author's interpretation of events is 
based (1995:484). 
Consequently, because of this interrelationship, it is impossible to detect any 
external sources used by the narrator and the impression is given that the work 
underwent very little in the way of redaction. The re-occurrence of themes which 
occurs in such a way that they do not make the same point twice has the effect of 
moving the speech rhetorically so that the audience not only hears, then recognises 












Haggai and his audiences 
Haggai Chapter One 
Haggai's speeches took place during an economic depression. Meyers & Meyers 
ascribe the associated inflation to various factors. The Babylonian conquest had 
destroyed much of the commercial infrastructure. While they were deployed in the 
area the warring armies indulged in the destruction of the crops and looting of fruit 
trees, vineyards, livestock and other agrarian property. Many of the fields were left 
unattended and with time became overgrown and unworkable. A consequence of 
the exile and war was that it took its toll on the manpower (Meyers & Meyers 
1987:41 ). 
Yehud is a semi-arid region known to experience periodic drought. The situation 
became aggravated when whatever food supplies were stockpiled during times of 
plenty were taken by the overlords as tribute payments by the Persian regime. 
The first address by the prophet Haggai occurs in 1:2 
tntl:!liT'? iT1iT" n":!l-n.v N·:!l-n.v N; i'ON iT~iT c.viT iON'? niN:J~ iT1iT" 'ON iT·~ 
T·: T: ..... ... : T ... - T T •• T: T: - T 
(Haggai 1 :2) 
The message in 1.2 is directed at the governor, Zerubbabel, and the high priest, 
Joshua. Haggai wants to bring to their attention that the people are not rebuilding 
the Temple because they consider it to be the wrong time for such an activity. The 
opinion of the people themselves is not given. They do not provide any details 
relating to their reluctance to rebuild the Temple. It is God who is accusing them of 











Meyers & Meyers are of the opinion that the people were reluctant to use their 
scanty resources for the building project. It was harvest time, a labour-intensive and 
time-consuming undertaking (1987:21). 
Haggai approaches Zerubbabel, because as the governor of Yehud he was the 
official representative of the Persian Empire. In the Ancient Near East the state was 
responsible for building temples (Van der Woude 1982:21). Haggai would have 
understood that the reconstruction of the Temple was part of Zerubbabel's agenda 
as laid down by the Persian authorities (Meyers & Meyers 1987:19-20). Now that 
Zerubbabel and Joshua had arrived in Jerusalem, and coming as they did with the 
blessings of the Persian government, Haggai could hope to gain support for the 
reconstruction of the Temple project (Wolff 1988:41). Zerubbabel symbolised the 
king in the eyes of Haggai and consequently he would be the one who became 
responsible for the reconstruction of the Temple (Wolff 1988:40). 
The prophet's first address was simultaneously directed to Joshua, the high priest, 
since he was a key figure and role player in matters pertaining to the reinstatement 
of the Jerusalem Temple (Van derWoude 1982:21). 
The people are not named or identified as addressees in 1.2, but they are simply 
addressed as jJ!iJ t:I~V (these people). 
jJljJ~-i~' jJ;V cD:,"n, 'O~ t:I'''~ "V#V#iJ cD:fn~ jt~iJ cDJ;-:l':r7 t:I:13~ n~~:;l 
p,¥ijJ~-r~ ~~'jJ~-"~) jJ'~jJ; nlj~ "~"t:l7~~-lf "~f':!r"~ N:"~~iJ "~Ij-'~~ 











tntl::lil" il'il' n'::l-n» N"::l-n» N; ~10N il~il C»il iON" niN:l~ il'il' 1CN il~ 
T ": T: """' ".. : T "' - T T •• T: T: -,. 
(Haggai 1: 1-2) 
Wolff poses the question whether ilJiJ l:l,p (these people), are the locals or the elite 
(1988:40). 
The second speech of the prophet occurs in Haggai 1 :3-11. 
The narrator continues in verse 3 with the second address of the prophet. 
Stuhlmueller (1988:15), Meyers (1992:20) and Petersen (1984:33) see verses 1-11 
as one continuous speech directed at the leaders, Zerubbabel and Joshua. The 
leaders will then be responsible for conveying the message they received from the 
prophet to the entire population of Yehud. In Petersen's view the redactor used a 
different setting for the oracle in verses 1-11, rather than its original setting 
(1984:48). 
Verhoef (1987:53), Van der Woude (1982:20) and Motyer (1998:968) see verse 3 
as the beginning of a separate oracle addressed directly to the l:l,p (people). 
(Haggai 1 :3-4) 
In verse 4, Haggai poses a rhetorical question to the people. He is questioning the 
fact that the people are living in l:l'~iEl9 l:l~'t1~!l but the house of God lies in ruins. 
If, by the l:l'JiElq l:l~'t1~~, the narrator means houses with ordinary roofs which were 











locals and the elite. However, if the prophet is using l~o to imply houses panelled 
with imported cedar wood, then by implication his audience comprised of the locals 
who have had plenty of time to build luxurious homes (Wolff 1988:42). 
!C~"~"-"l' C~:l:l" ~O.,tD niN:l~ il'il" 'ON ii~ ilr-ll" 
..... :- - ... :-: • T: T: -T T-: 
con(-r~~ tDi:l7 il}~~(-r~~ in~ il¥=t~(-r~~ "i~tt ~¥9 N~iJ~ il~~ij C~~}! 
!:l~p~ 'i'¥-"~ ,~t]~Q '~t]~~ij~ i" 
(Haggai 1 :5-6) 
The prophet continues and tells the people that they suffer drought and economic 
hardship because they have neglected to rebuild the Temple. 
Haggai provides details of the economic slump. He then provides the reason for 
this depressed state and ascribes it to the unwillingness of the people to rebuild the 
Temple (verses 7-8). This unwillingness of the people caused God to withhold the 
rain that resulted in crop failures and produced shortages (verses 9-11). 
!il~il~ 'Qtt il~=tf~~ i~-il~~~~ n:~ij ~:J=t~ r~ C~N~nJ 'iJiJ ~,,~ 
niN:t¥ il~il~ C~~ il9 1,p~ i:l "t:1~;l~~ n:~ij C~N~nJ ~¥9~ il~i}~ il~~ij-"~ il°:J~ 
!in"~( tD"~ C"~} C~~~ :l'JO N~il-'~~ "t}"~ 1,p~ 
!rr7~:l~ iltt(f rjttiJ~ "~Q C:Q~ ~N(f C~.,,~ 1~-",p 
",p~ 'iJ¥~ij-",p~ tDi'''t:1ij-'',p~ l~'ij-",p~ C"}iJt:r",p~ rjttiJ-",p :ljOn N}i?~~ 
o !c"e~ l''''''-''~ "l" ilOil~il-"l" C'Nil-"l" ilO'Nil N"~ir-l 'tDN °T- - 0: T -: TOO:- -: TTT -: TT-:T ° 0,,-: 
(Haggai 1:7-11) 
The prophet continues in 1.3-11 and addresses the "people" gathered around him 











pointing out to them that if they rebuild the House of God then God will smile upon 
them and end the drought. By addressing the people in the presence of the two 
leaders it would seem as if Haggai is expecting the support of Zerubbabel and 
Joshua. 
Verhoef indicates that the way in which the locals now respond to Haggai's 
exhortation shows that he was well known to the people and that they recognised 
his authority (1987:3). 
It may well be that the locals were fully aware of the reasons for the interest in 
rebuilding the Temple shown by the Persian government. Once the Temple had 
been re-established, the distribution of the agricultural produce would be under the 
supervision of the priests. The priests, in turn, were answerable to the Persian 
government (Blenkinsopp 1991 :23-24). 
The inhabitants had a great need for the drought to end. Aside from that, the locals 
saw that Haggai had the support of Zerubbabel and Joshua who were Jews like 
themselves and not Persians. They, like Haggai, held certain messianic 
expectations of the scion of David (Haggai 2.20-22). 
:,bN';! 0,'n';! M.u~'N' c",tD.u~ "~n-';!N n")tO M'M"-':l' "M'" 
" ',' - TT:-: ':':: -- .: ." T: -: ':-
:rj~o-n~) c:~~ij-n~ 0" ~~~ "~~ ,bN,- M'~M~-nfj~ ';!~~~r';!~ io~ 
o"~~") M~~~9 "t:I~;lO) C:i~ij ni~(rt~ ptn "t:l7~ ;i)) ni~'?rt~ N~:P "t:I~;lO) 












Berquist, on the other hand, interprets Haggai's argument for an increase in grain 
production to be related to the additional food requirements for the advancing 
Persian army. This must be seen in addition to the causes given in Haggai 1 
(1995:65). 
The third oracle 
Meyers and Meyers adopt a completely different angle to that of Berquist but also 
recognise the economic function of the temple (1987:42). Haggai's message 
centred around the economic conditions and he promised that God would reward 
the people's efforts to reconstruct the temple with economic prosperity and 
abundance. 
The idea that the national god should be shown the necessary adoration and 
obedience in exchange for blessing the people and the land is firmly rooted in Near 
Eastern temple typology, in which the building of the temple brings about fertility 
(ibid). The temple would generate economic resources. The tithes and sacrifices 
brought to the Temple provided the necessary income to pay the running expenses 
of the temple administration. 
In short, Haggai identified the need for re-establishing the temple infrastructure that 
would then allow for a centralised management of economic affairs (Meyers & 
Meyers 1987:42). 
The prophet calls them to reflect on their deeds and provides the link between their 











causality by using a series of causal particles iTO 1l>' - 1l>' - P-?l> (because of what -
because - therefore) in verses 9-11 (Wolff 1988:48). 
Motyer is of the opinion that the use of alliteration i:l~"7~ pr?l> (therefore, because 
of that) seen in the Hebrew letters (verse 10), creates the impression that the 
inflation was not as a result of misguided farming methods or market conditions, but 
rather that it was caused by the heavens being locked (1998:978). The situation 
was aggravated because the dew did not form. At that time of year 
(August/September), dew was necessary to prevent the ripening grain from wilting 
in the heat (verse 10) (Motyer 1998:978). 
!i1~1:l~ i1~(f rjl$01 "~Q C:Q~ iK(f C~'2~ 1~-".p 
Haggai 1:10 
Haggai's scriptural worldview taught him that the forces of nature are but agents in 
the hands of God (Motyer 1998:978). The drought was seen as the people's 
punishment for failing to carrying out God's instruction to rebuild the Temple. 
Generally the prophets of the Tanakh called on the people to mend their ways, and 
if they did not, then they would suffer the consequences. Here, however, the 
punishment has already been inflicted and the cause for it is given as an 
explanation in retrospect (Wolff 1988:48). If the general pattern of argumentation 
used by the prophets in the Tanakh applies, then it is likely that there had been 
some prior exhortation which the people had not heeded (Wolff 1988:48). The 
prophet always brings his message to the ruler or people who have the authority to 











as a consequence of the locals not carrying out, or continuing with, the work that 
Sheshbazzar had started eighteen years earlier. 1 
There is no consensus as to who the people were that Haggai addressed that day, 
and who were the ones that heeded the call to resume the work on the Temple. 
c~o n'.,~~ ';IjJ "i'~iJ liJ~iJ p?¥in;-l~ ~~in', "~'I:1(~-1~ "~f~r »~~~J 
~l(";I'~1 CV"iJ;~ nJn; in~~ ,~~~ l('=;l~iJ "~tr "'J:t':T-"-t'1 CV'iJ;~ nJn; "iPf 
ti"n' "j9C c»n 
T : ".:" T T 
tnJn;-c~~ C~~~ '~~ 'bl(~ C~~ nJn; n~~~(~f n~n~ 1tt(~ '~tr '9l(""1 
p?¥in;-l~ ~~in; tr~'-n~J n?~n; ntr~ "~"I:1(~-1~ "~f~r tr~'-n~ nJn; '-t'!l 
nil(~¥ nJn;-n";f n~l(~9 ~tD~~l ~l(":J!1 C~O n".,~~ ""l) tr~'-n~J "i'~iJ liJ~iJ 
tCn"n;l( .. - ..... : 
(Haggai 1:12-14) 
In verse 13 the prophet is addressing Cllil, while in verse 14 the redactor refers to 
those whose on was moved by God as c.piJ n'}~ ?J. Wolff interprets the people in 
verse 13 to refer to the locals, while those who are roused to work on the Temple 
are the rest (remnant), that is, the elite group (1988:52). 
According to Redditt, Haggai addressed all the remnant of the people in verse 12. 
His assumption is that it included the "entire Judean population" (1995:22). 
I The first return of exiles to Yehud was under the leadership of Sheshbazzar in 538 
BCE eight years before the death of Cyrus (Meyers & Meyers, 1987:Xrl:i). 
According to the account related in Ezra 5.11-16, King Cyrus himself gave back the 
treasures that had been looted from the temple by the Babylonians, to 
Sheshbazzar and charged him to rebuild the temple in Jerusalem on the same site 
where Solomon's temple had stood (Japhet 1991b:214). Verses 14-16 inform the 
reader that Sheshbazzar had the title of governor and goes on to say that h~ laid 
the foundations for the Second Temple but did not succeed in more than that even 












Verhoef suggests that the people who were so busy building their own houses 
referred to the people who had returned during the reign of Cyrus in 538 BCE, 
since their houses would have been completed by 520 BCE (Verhoef 1987:72). 












The oracle on the 21 st of Tishri (Haggai 2.1-9) 
The oracle in 2: 1-9 takes place on the seventh day of Succoth (Wolff 1988:73). This 
would make the date the 21st of Tishri according to the Jewish calendar (Verhoef 
1987:93). Haggai made his address in the vicinity of the Temple ruins. On this day, 
special sacrifices were brought to the altar at the Temple site (Wolff 1988:73-74). 
Wolff identifies these as the sacrifices prescribed in the Torah, consisting of bulls, 
rams lambs, goats and meal offerings: 
tCt!le )C~ C,eOC::l C"fD:l~'~ C,"lf:, c",e, Cil~Oj~ CnnjC~ 
TT .: TTl': 'T:-: • "T 'T- ••••• :.: TT:' 
il~=t~ il~~-"d~ C"~~:P 'O~ ':~ 'O~ ,~ il~il"? tin"~ lJ"j il~~ il'('» C~9j~ry) 
tCC"Cr-l 
(Numbers 29:32-36) 
During the seven days of Succoth, Simhat bet ha-sho-ayvah (the feast of water-
drawing) formed part of the daily services. 
On the seventh day of Succoth a special prayer for rain (Tefillat Geshem) is recited 
as part of the prayer service to mark the beginning of the rainy season in Israel. In 
view of the serious drought that prevailed, it was indeed an apt time for Haggai to 
address the people (Epstein 1970:31). 
The eighth day of Succoth marks the beginning of a new festival known as Shemini 











sacrificial service (ibid). The leaders of Yehud, as well as all the people, assembled 
at the Temple site to attend the sacrificial service (Wolff 1988:77). 
In addition to stirring up memories of their forefathers' sojourn through the desert 
when they resided in Succoth, the eighth day of Succoth was the day on which the 
Ark of the Covenant was moved to the First Temple, coinciding with the 
consecration of the First Temple (ibid). 
The prophet had timed the delivery of his speech well. Just as the Israelites did not 
have a fixed abode to live in when they were in the desert, so too the God of Israel 
was without his ii'::l (Verhoef 1987:94). The flimsy succah in the desert is compared 
to the temple ruins. 
Although some Bible commentators, such as Wolff and Petersen, see the pericope 
2.1-9 as a distinct unit, Verhoef is of the opinion that there are two independent 
oracles, namely 2.3-5 and 2.6-9. Both oracles were delivered on the same day 
(Verhoef 1987:93). Verses 3-5 focus on encouraging the audience to continue with 
the reconstruction work on the Temple, while verses 6-9 are a projection into the 
future recognition and glory of the Second Temple. 
The audience 
Haggai addressed the leaders Zerubbabel and Joshua as well as t:)~m il'":1~~ (the 
remnant of the people) in verses 2- 3 and begins by asking a rhetorical question to 
establish a rapport with his audience. The prophet enquires of them if there is 











He then continues with a second rhetorical question and wants to know whether it 
must seem like nothing to them now (at that specific point in time). 
Wolff, like Redditt (1995:24) interprets l:l.lli1 n'}~tti as an indication that an elderly 
audience was being addressed. Both authors are of the opinion that they cannot be 
too young, since they saw the First Temple before its destruction sixty-six years 
ago. They are despondent since the sight of the work on the Second Temple 
cannot compare to the First. For this reason, Haggai now encourages the audience 
with the threefold i1,fi] (verse 4) (Wolff 1988:72). 
In Jones's opinion, because the prophet speaks to the remnant of the people, it 
indicates that they had survived the traumatic and catastrophic destruction of 
Jerusalem. They mayor may not also have been exiled (Jones 1962:42). Similarly, 
in 2.4 all the people of the land refers to both the locals and the elite; the 
descendants of the people who had been brought out of Egypt by the God of Israel 
(Jones 1962:46). 
Motyer adds a "theologically emotive" dimension to the designation l:l.lli1 n'')~tti. No 
longer were they addressed as this people, as they were called previously in the 
Book of Haggai. They have earned their new designation, the remnant of the 












Verhoef disagrees with Wolff, Meyers and Meyers2, Petersen3 et alii, and proposes 
that Haggai is addressing all the people, the locals and the elite (1987:96). 
Haggai asks his audience to recall the former splendour of "this" house to the way 
that this house (iljiJ [i::;;lr,) looks now. The redactor uses the definite article iljiJ. 
Verhoef points out that the comparison is made between the appearance of 
Solomon'S Temple before its destruction and the way the same Temple was after 
its destruction. The comparison is not between the First and the Second Temples 
(ibid.). The people understood that the Second Temple could never replace the 
First, since the same promises were not attached to it, nor did they have any of the 
glorious objects made of gold nor the craftsmanship used in the completion of the 
First Temple available to them (Verhoef 1987:97). Haggai's message aimed to 
encourage the leaders and the people. They needed reassurance since God had 
given them a difficult task (Verhoef 1987:98). 
In verse 4 al/ the people of the land are named distinguishing them from the 
remnant of the people in verse 2 (Wolff 1988:72). 
c-P-":r PIQl "i'~tr lO:;,tr p,¥iii;-l~ -P~iii; PIql ii~ii;-C~~ "~f~r PIQ iit;l-P) 
:niN:t¥ ii~ii; C~~ C~~~ .,~~-.,~ ~tD~l ii~ii;-C~~ rj~v 
(Haggai 2:4) 
2 Who is left among you? (2.3) refers to people who are in their seventies and are 
capable of making a comparison between the first and the second temple (Meyers 
and Meyers 1987:49). 
3 The mood of Haggai's audience who are gathered for the feast of booths must 
have indicated that there were some who thought that the temple under 











H'f~iJ p'¥1iT~-1f ,p~1iT~-"~' iT'~iT~ nlj~ "~"t:l(~-1f "~f~r"~ Nr'9~ 
t,bN" Cl'iT n"'NtD-"N~ "i'~iT .. TT •• ': .,': T-
(Haggai 2:2) 
In a similar fashion all the people of the land in 1: 12b-13a are juxtaposed against all 
the remnant of the people in 1: 12a, and 14a (Wolff 1988:73). 
C-t'v n"}~~ ".~, "i'~iJ 1tf~iJ P7¥iiT;-1f ,p~1iT"1 "~"t:l(~-1f "~f':!! l'~~~1 
'l(;"~1 CV"ij"'~ iTJiT~ i"7~ ,~~~ N":;1~iJ "~Ij "'J;l':t-",p) CV"ij"'~ iTJiT; "iPf 
tiT~iT" ")eO Cl'iT 
T : .. :. T T 
tiTJiT~-C~~ C~~~ "~~ "ON2 C-t'7 iTJiT; nt:~~(~f iTJiT~ 1lt(~ "~Ij '~K~l 
P,¥1iT;-1f ,p~1iT; 1j1'-n~) iT,1iT; nlj~ "~"t:l(~-1f "~f~! 1j1'-n~ iTJiT; ,,p:J 
n1N:t¥ iT~iT;-n"~f iT~N7~ 1fD~~j 1N~:J C-t'V n"}~~ "'~ 1j1'-n~) "i'~iJ 1iJ~iJ 
tCiT"iT"l( _.* .. a.a: 
(Haggai 1 :12-14) 
Accordingly, Wolff concludes that the redactor makes a distinction between the 
clean (2.2) acceptable elite and the unclean locals mentioned in 2:2 (ibid.). 
Consequently, Wolff has difficulty in deciding which parts of the oracle in 2:3-9 were 
originally addressed specifically to Zerubbabel and Joshua, since they are included 
here together with the people who had seen the First Temple (according to Wolff's 
interpretation). This could not have been said of Zerubbabel and Joshua since they 
were both born in exile (ibid.). 
Verhoef disagrees with Wolff that the reference to n~iJ Cl.p-?:D is synonymous to al/ 











Like Wolff, Meyers and Meyers (1987) have difficulty in establishing the "precise 
political" connotation of ~1~i1 Cl'-";:l and conclude that it refers to the general 
populace in Yehud (Meyers & Meyers 1987:50). They are of the opinion that by 
involving all the citizens who had formerly been subject to the Judean monarchy, it 
would lend authenticity to the building project. Meyers and Meyers therefore do not 
take the involvement of the Persian Regime into account. For them, the only people 
who could gain from the reconstruction of the Temple were the Judeans living in 
Yehud. 
Shaking heaven and earth and all the nations 
rJ~iJ-n~) C:Q~trn~ to" ~~Q "~~l N"ry to-Pf? ntr~ ,i.u niN~¥ ilFJ~ 'Q~ il~ ":P 
!il:1'"il-nN~ C!!il-nN~ 
TTT'",· ',:: T- * •• ; 
,,:1::> il~il n"llil-nN "nN'::Ici C"'~il-"::> n'1Cn iN:1i C"i~il-"::>-nN "r-nD.u'il~ 
T .:- .-- ': , .. , • - T -:'; T ,- T '; ':-:': 
(Haggai 2:6-7) 
The verb t!i1'1 (to shake), occurs three times in chapter 2, namely verses 6, 7 and 
21 It occurs within an eschatological context, symbolising God's intervention in the 
world of man (Meyers & Meyers 1987:52), A sense of urgency and immediacy is 
created, for God will shake nature instantly and the nations will be overthrown 
(Verhoef 1987:103). 
In verse 6, the prophet uses the imagery of an earthquake to depict how God will 
shake heaven and earth. Meyers and Meyers are of the opinion that Haggai may 











... the residue of political instability that accompanied Darius's 
accession to power in 522 BCE after the death of Cambyses 
(1987:53). 
In support of this, Meyers and Meyers say that Haggai depicts a universal 
insurrection and not one specifically related to Yehud. The idea of God ruling the 
world from Jerusalem is not unknown in prophetic works (cf. Isaiah 2.1-4; Micah 
4.1-4). Haggai promulgates this notion to the pOint where he specifies Zerubbabel 
as the one who serves as the instrument through whom God's universal rule of 
CJ';~iT":D will take place (Meyers & Meyers 1987:53). 
Wolff interprets the prospect of an imminent upheaval (iti.l'i quake) to signify the 
onset of a holy war (Wolff 1988:80-81). The consequences of the war will be that 
the wealth of the nations will be redistributed and the riches will flow to Jerusalem 
(Wolff 1988:81). The God of Israel himself was going to act and bring about the 
upheaval among the nations that will bring about the prosperity of Jerusalem (Wolff 
1988:82). 
Unlike the Persian god, Ahura Mazda, who used individuals as his agents through 
which to rule the world according to the Behistun Inscription4 the God of Israel will 
himself act on the behalf of his people. Haggai does not indicate that he wishes to 
incite Zerubbabel, the governor, to act as God's agent by means of which the 
nations will be overthrown (Wolff 1988:85). 












Verhoef, in a similar vein as Wolff, says that God will provide for the future needs of 
the nation and the temple (1987:101). Haggai, like many of the later prophets, uses 
the concept of "shaking nature and the nations" figuratively in an eschatological 
sense (cf. Ezekiel 33.19-33; Isaiah 13.13, 24.18-23; Joel 4.15-21). Verhoef also 
recognises a universal element and the "concept of a holy war" underlying verses 
6,7 and 21 (1987:103). This universal dimension is created by the repetition of al/ 
the nations in verse 7 of Haggai's eschatological vision (Meyers & Meyers 
1987:53). 
The word moo is in the construct state and the pronominal suffix and preposition 
have been omitted. The function of the unusual grammatical structure is to indicate 
that the arrival of "riches" (precious items) will be the consequence of the 
eschatological "shaking". Riches, gold and silver are associated with tribute paid by 
a vanquished nation to another nation which is seen as being the dominant regime 
(Meyers & Meyers 1987:53): 
(Haggai 2:8) 
Petersen also questions the use of man in verse 7 because he identifies the man 
with the vessels used in the First Temple and these "were lost to the nations" 
(1984:67). He does nonetheless allow for the possibility that these treasures 












For both Haggai and Zechariah, it is God who will restore Jerusalem's glory. This 
will be achieved through an upheaval of the nations. The conditions of economic 
deprivation that now exist will be changed to a state of wealth when precious things 
come streaming in from the other nations. 
The oracle concludes with a promise of peace (verse 9). The C1'?t6 that will come 
carries the connotation of both peace and prosperity (Brown, Driver & Briggs 
electronic ed.). 
it!ij OiP~~1 niN~¥ it~it: i~t$ litDN}iJ-l1~ liiQ~iJ it!ij n;~ij ,i:J:P it~ry; "i'~ 













Moral holiness or ritual holiness? 
Is Haggai questioning moral! ethical holiness or ritual holiness in Haggai 2.10-14? 
tiCN" 
:,bN" iT,ir-l C":liT'::>iT-nN N:J-"NfD niN:J~ iT,iT" 'CN iT'::> 
"  • -: - .: T -: T: T: - T 
r~iJ-"~) '''!~iJ-''~) CU~iJ-"~ iEl~:t~ ,U~~) i'~~ 9~:t~ fD1p-'fp~ tD"~-N~: liJ 
tN" ~'rtN'~j C"~tt::>iJ 1:1~~J tD'i?:q "~~Q-"~-"~) 1~~-"~) 
tNCt!!" ~'CN''', C":JiT'::>iT 1:11'''' NCt!!"iT iT~N-":;)!1 tDEl:l-NCt!! 'u~"-CN "1M 'CN'" 
T : • : - • -: - -: -- T:' -: .: •• T: .: ': ..: - • • - - '.' -
Cv"j~ iT~~Q-"~ 1;?) iT~iT~-C~t "~~( iT!ij "i1iJ-l;?) iT!iJ-C~V 1;:? '~N'''J "~tr l.p~J 
tN~iT N~~ C~ 1:J"}i?~ '~~j 
(Haggai 2:10-14) 
In this section an attempt will be made to clarify why the prophet, Haggai, found it 
necessary to ask the above questions of the priests and then to determine whether 
his conclusion (v.14) was meant to be seen as an issue relating to moral I ethical 
uncleanness or alternatively, ritual uncleanness. 
Before looking at a number of hypotheses, the connotation of the following words 
as used in this dissertation need to be clarified: 
ethics - (1) The philosophical study of the moral value of human 
conduct and of the rules and principles that ought to govern it; moral 
philosophy. (2) Social, religious, or civil code of behaviour considered 
correct, especially that of a particular group, profession, or individual.1 










iint::! clean, pure - 1. ceremonially clean, of animals; places; things; 
persons. 2. ethically pure, clean; of heart; hands (Brown, Driver & 
Briggs electronic ed.). 
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I. N~Q be or become unclean - Qal be or become unclean: 1. sexually, 
the land. 2. religiously, with idols; with necromancers; by sacrificing 
children to idols. 3. ceremonially, by contact with carcasses of unclean 
animals; any carcass; eating of a carcass; by issues; by contact with an 
unclean man, or thing; by leprosy; by contact with the dead, or with one 
unclean by such contact; by contact with creeping things; certain animals 
were always unclean. Niph. defile oneself, be defiled: 
II. II. N~t;l. unclean - unclean, 1. ethically and religiously o"n~tv ~Dt!l 
unclean of lips OW;' ~Dt!l defiled of name, infamous. 2. ritually: a. of 
persons, unclean for a (dead) person; elsewhere; for various reasons. b. 
of animals. c. of things in general; food; houses; leprosy; offering. d. 
persons and things in general; of aliens. 3. specifically: of places: ~Dt!l 
O'i'7:l unclean place (place of refuse away from holy place and human 
habitation) (Brown. Driver & Briggs electronic ed.); 
III. ;,tt7ii2 uncleanness - 1. sexual. 3. ethical and religiolJs ; ~Dt!l;' l]1i 
unclean spirit, which inspired the prophets to lie. 4. ritual, of men; of 
women; a time favourable to conception; of meats. 5. local, of the 
nations; 6. of ethical uncleanness, from wrongdoing (Brown, Driver & 











Mason 1982: the unclean builders 
Whether Haggai is to be seen not just as a cultic prophet but also as one who 
addressed ethical issues, depends on the exegesis of 2:10-14. Mason places the 
exegesis of Haggai 2:10-14 into three categories: 
This people refers to the elite 
In the opinion of Wellhausen (1898), Jones (1962) and May (1968) this people 
referred to in Haggai 1.2 consist of the exiles who have returned from Babylonia. 
They are considered as being "unclean" because they did not heed the call to build 
the Temple (Mason 1982:143-144): 
(Haggai 1 :2) 
This people refers to the locals 
Rothstein (1908), Elliger (1964) and Rudolph (1976) are convinced that this people 
consist of foreigners or the half-mixed population that stayed in Yehud after the fall 
of Jerusalem. They may even be identified as being the same people who had their 
offer to help rebuild the Temple, refused in Ezra 4.1-3. (Mason 1982:144): 
t"~'~: .,tr'~ jj'jj"~ ":t"tr C"~i~ jj,?i~tr "~=t-":P It;l~~=;l~ jj~~jj~ "'J~ ~1'f?~~J1 
tDi,j:J e~~ .,:!) e~~l' jj:J:l:J Cjj" ~'O~'I!' ni:l~jj "tD~,-,,~, ":l~'r-"~ ~tD~I!'2 
:. '/T ' '/T' '::. ':T : - TT" T '.': ·tT ... : ': :.-
tjj'e ~J~~ jj'.?~~tr ,~tB~ 1'.?9 tT1J 'Q~ .,~.,t;l C.,r:t=t·r ~:J~~~ i") C~.,tr'~'­
ni:J:l" ~j'" e~"-~, "~,tD.,,, ni:l~jj "tD~' ,~tD~ l'~tD." ":l~'r ejj" 'O~),13 
:. TT'tT "TI': TT" T T: - ,.: '/T ... : ','T .: -













Coggin's in his work Samaritans and Jews, (1975) is of the opinion that it is a 
mistake to refer to the locals as 'Samaritans' (Mason 1982:144). 
Undecided 
Ackroyd under the impression that it is a mistake to press for an answer as to the 
identity of this people since the Temple in and of itself does not confer holiness or 
uncleanness on the community (196:166ff cited in Mason 1982:144). 
Mason's view is that the work of their hands as referring to their building activity in 
Haggai 2:14: 
CtT''J~ iT~~Q-"f l~J iTJil~-C~1 't~~7 iT!ij 'ti~ij-l~! il!ij-C~iJ l~ '9N·!tl 't~1J H?~l 
!N~iT N~t;l C~ ~:J't}i?~ '~~j 
(Haggai 2:14) 
Meyers and Meyers 1987: An analogy 
The prophet Haggai addresses the priests in v. 11 and asks them for a ruling. That 
Haggai intended the question to be answered from the halakhah can be seen from 
the use of the Hebrew tara which occurs here without the definite article. This type 
of expression is part of a new idiom that emerged from the legal texts of the 
Pentateuch and can be classified as proto-rabbinic and has some resemblance 
with midrash halakah (Meyers & Meyers 1987:55). 
Meyers and Meyers consider the debate between the prophet and the priests to be 
one of ritual fitness-defilement and not a question of sin or moral values. They are 











priests, but rather intended to be a message from the prophet to the people. The 
prophet establishes the scenario of a priestly court and then uses the ruling of the 
priests as a means of conveying his prophetic message to the people (ibid). 
Verse 12 describes a person who is carrying consecrated meat. He is referred to as 
ili'tI! (a man) and does not necessarily have to be a priest. The man could be 
bringing a "9,?tr; r1Jil'1 n~J which would be the kind of offering that men who were not 
priests could eat, for example, Leviticus 7.15-16: 
t'l?':!l-',p ~~~Q lj~~~-N-' ,,~~~ i)f~~ Ci~f '~9~~ njir-l n;! 'fp~~ 
'~i~iJl n~O~Q~ '~l$~ in~rn~ i:J~)p:iJ Ci~f i)f~~ n;! iT~:r~ iN 'jrC~! 
t'~N~ ~~~c -. T·· .... 
(Leviticus 7: 15-16) 
Consecrated meat which was being offered could either be for a thanksgiving 
offering, a votive offering or a freewill offering. The purpose of the sacrifice was, 
amongst others, to request God's blessing for fertility on the land and crops and for 
the people (Meyers & Meyers 1987:55). 
Haggai inquires into the nature or state of a garment that comes into contact with 
the holy sacrificed meat. He asks the priests whether the holiness from the meat 
can be transferred to the garment. The priests' answer to this question is no. On the 
basis of the priests' answer, Haggai concludes that sanctity cannot be transferred 
to another object by coming into contact with it (Meyers & Meyers 1987:56). 
Meyers and Meyers point out that Haggai was not primarily interested in the 
pragmatics of contagious holiness and that v. 12 should be seen as an analogy. In 











halakah, standards or law, became the only vehicle for achieving "godlike" status -
i.e., holiness within orthodox Judaism (1987:56). 
The point Haggai wishes to make in v.13 is that unlike holiness, defilement can 
indeed be transferred to another object or person. Verse 13 also functions as an 
analogy which is elaborated on in v.14. The statement on defilement in v. 14 should 
be understood in the light of the possibility of contagious defilement mentioned in 
v.13 (Meyers & Meyers 1987:57). 
Verse 13 paves the way for Haggai to state that the things that come into contact 
with this nation become impure since they are being contaminated by this nation 
(ibid). 
CO"1~ iT~~~-"f 1:;?) iT~iT~-C~~ "~~7 iT!iJ "i~iJ-l:;?) iT!iJ-C-t'iJ 1~ '9~l!1 .,~tr 1!'~1 
:NiiT N~~ C~ i:J"}~~ '~~J 
(Haggai 2:14) 
Meyers and Meyers consider the reference to this people ... this nation refer to the 
Yehudites (Meyers & Meyers 1987:57). 
Their opinion is countered by Ackroyd (1968:167-70) and Kaufmann (1977:258-59) 
who are of the opinion that nation refers to the Samaritans or other non-Yehudites 
(ibid). 
Ultimately Haggai considers the people in question to be unclean or defiled 
resulting from the fact that the temple is not yet completed and because the 











Because the Yehudites are impure, the work of their hands (v.14) contaminates the 
agricultural produce that they bring as an offering (ibid). 
Ackroyd (1968:166) and Meyers and Meyers agree that the building of the Temple 
in itself did not confer holiness to the community, but without it the people would 
remain defiled (Meyers & Meyers 1987:58). 
As a result of their disobedience in failing to rebuild the Temple the people were in 
a state of impurity (ibid). Meyers and Meyers conclude that: 
Failure to act in accordance with God's will in one area constitutes 
disobedience, or defilement, which contaminates all other activities in 
which the people engage (1987:58). 
In the final analysis it is unclear what Meyers and Meyers are in fact saying, since 
they commence their argument on 2.10-14 by stating that they consider the debate 
between the prophet and the priests to be one of ritual fitness-defilement and not a 
question of sin or moral values (1987:55); yet the people's failure to act in 
accordance with the will of God is deemed to be disobedient and explained in terms 
of unethical behaviour or disobedience rather than as an instance of ritual 
defilement. The problem of the difference between unethical and unclean is 
clarified by Klaus Koch further on in this chapter. 
Petersen's approach: 1984 
Petersen raises the following questions concerning pericope 2:10-4 (1984:80): 
Who are these peoplel this nation? 











2. Where does the impurity manifest itself? 
3. What is the source of the impurity? 
The oracle begins in v.11 with Haggai addressing the priests and identifies the 
prophet as being the spokesperson for God: 
(Haggai 2: 11 ) 
Haggai asks them for a ruling relating to the holiness and purity rituals laid down in 
the Torah (Petersen 1984:72). 
The matters raised by Haggai were everyday knowledge to his audience (Petersen 
1984:72). The nature of the questions concerned a decision about holiness and 
purity rituals with no indication of any moral issues being hinted at. In such cases, 
where a decision had to be made about the acceptability of a sacrifice or any 
unclean situation or person, the ruling needed the authority of the priest. The priest, 
in turn, would interpret the laws given to them by Moses, such as Leviticus 10:10-
11 : 
!'ii1~iJ 1";1 Kg~iJ 1";1 ';niJ 1";1 tDjl~iJ 1"~ ~":r:tiJ~1 
E3 !i1~C-'~~ CV"7.~ i1~i1; '~:r ,~~ O"i?~iJ-~f n~ ~~?~: "~~-n~ rhii1(1 
(Leviticus 10:10-11) 
It would have been apparent to the priests that Haggai knew the answers to the 
questions he asked of them and that Haggai had a higher order question in mind 
(Simm 1992:28). The real issue was that the priests needed to determine the 











Haggai couples iOip with ~at:J rather than adopting the regular word pairs iOip - "n 
(sacred I profane - impure) or iii1t:J - ~oo (and clean - unclean) and Petersen 
questions whether in fact the question makes any sense because of the irregular 
use of conceptual sets (Petersen 1984:74). 
Petersen concludes on the basis of Deuteronomy 14 that the sets of holy-profane, 
and clean-unclean, are related, since something that is unclean may clearly affect a 
person's state of holiness (Petersen 1984:74). Yet, "n and ~at:J cannot always be 
equated. Something which is itself profane does not carry the contagious power of 
something which is unclean (~at:J). It is possible for a person to become impure ("n) 
as a result of direct contact or even by being in close contact with something which 
is impure. An indication of the relationship between uncleanness and unholy is 
illustrated in Leviticus 21 :4: 
(Leviticus 21 :4) 
Based on Numbers 5:2-4 Petersen recognises that there are three main types of 
uncleanness namely, leprosy, bodily discharges and corpse defilement (1984:76). 
!fD~~,? Kg~ ~;:') ::lr"~) ~~'~-":r ilaQ~iJ-1Q ~n'ptP"1 ,,~?~: "~:p-n~ ,~ 
,~~ Ctr~QQ-n~ ~K~~; K?) C!J"'ptPt;l ilaQ~7 r~"Q-"~ ~n~tPt;l il:tp.r'~ '~iQ 
~C~in:p r;itD .,~~ 
il~O-"~ il~il; '#':1 ,~~~ ilaQ~7 r~"Q-"~ C~iK 1"'ptP;J ,,~?~: "~:p 1~-1tD~:j 
El ~,,~?~: "~:p 1tD ~ l~ 
(Numbers 5:2-4) 
The first question Haggai asks of the priests concerns the transfer of holiness from 











1984:76). There are no known details concerning the condition of the altar after the 
total destruction of the Temple. It would be proper to accept that the altar was also 
defiled either during or prior to the destruction of the Temple. If this were the case, 
then some form of purification, rededication or even reconstruction would be 
required (Petersen 1984:77). It can be inferred from the dialogue between the 
prophet and the priests that the altar was in use. Petersen is of the opinion that 
Haggai's question makes complete sense if it can be accepted that the altar was 
still in a state of impurity. In this case Petersen needs to make the assumption that 
it remained in a state of uncleanness when it was desecrated by the Babylonians 
(Petersen 1984:76). 
Haggai's next question to the priests concerns defilement from coming into contact 
with a corpse. A person who has touched a corpse is ~o~ for seven days. To 
remove the condition of uncleanness certain cleansing rituals had to be observed. 
Petersen concludes that if Haggai's argument reflects the ritual rules of his time, 
what the people are doing is tame' not because of some morally 
repugnant action they have performed but because of their having 
come into contact with something that is tame' (Petersen 1984:79). 
To overcome the problem of the ritual impurity and uncleanness of the Temple site, 
including the sacrificial altar, Petersen adopts Halpern's argument of the kalO ritual. 












The audience is asked to consider the significance of this day, the twenty-fourth 
day of the ninth month in the second year of Darius' reign. Its relevance is that it 
was the day when the foundation stone was laid: 
Ci:!iJ-1Q( "~"~~~ n~f~~) C"}~~ Ci:!Q n'7~9~ n!iJ Ci'iJ-1Q c~~~( Kr~C"tp 
!C!j:l:l" iC"ftJ nin"-,,!j"n 't:)"-'U;K 
",,'" : - : • T: -.. - -.. -: -: 
(Haggai 2: 18) 
It was also the day on which God will begin blessing his people again: For from this 
day on I will send blessings (Haggai 2:19b) (Petersen 1984: 88). 
Petersen makes a distinction between (a) the labour on the foundations of the 
Temple, and (b) the ceremony accompanying the laying of the foundation stone 
(Petersen 1984:88). According to Ezra 5.16 the labour involved in the laying of the 
foundation of the Temple had already been completed by the time Zerubbabel 
arrived: 
rj~-101 t:J~tq1"'''~ ":r ~iJ7~ n"~-":r ~~~~ :1i:r~ ~V~ 1J ..,~~tqtP. rj~ 
:t:J7tq ~71 ~~.~~O Pl:P-'-Pl 
(Ezra 5:16) 
~~iZ.i~ is an Aramaic word meaning foundation (Brown, Driver & Briggs electronic ed.) 
and refers to the work of Sheshbazzar cited above, while in Haggai 2: 18, Ezra 
3:6,10, 11 and Zechariah 4:9 the Hebrew word 10' is used when referring to the 
foundation of the Temple (Petersen 1984:88). 
Petersen explains that digging and laying the foundation of the temple is not the 












According to Petersen, the foundation stone ceremony is similar to the kalCJ 
ceremony of the Babylonians and Seleucids (Petersen 1984:89). 
B. Halpern describes the elements of the kalCJ ceremony in The ritual background of 
Zechariah's temple song (CBQ 40,1978:171-172). The laying of the foundation 
stone was preceded by prescribed readings and sacrifices (Petersen 1984:89). 
Both Petersen and Halpern find sufficient evidence that an Israelite version of the 
kalCJ ritual was performed early in the rebuilding process for the Second Temple. 
The words used for the foundation (iO' Ezra 3), the former stone <1::l~ Zechariah 
4:7), the tin tablet as foundation deposit (l::l~ Zechariah 4: 1 Oa), together with the 
phrase from this day (t:Ji!liJ-1~() (Haggai 2:15) indicate a ceremony designed to 
achieve ritual purification and cultic continuity (Petersen 1984:90). The continuity 
between the first and the second Temple had to be established and the ceremony 
of the laying of the foundation stone guaranteed ritual continuity. 
In support of his argument, Petersen quotes Zechariah 4:7 where it can be 
assumed that it is Zerubbabel who has the excellent stone: 
10 10 nilt~t;I ir~lt"iJ r~~iJ-n~ It''¥iir) ifD"~( "~~~r "~~~ "i'~iJ-'iJ irt;l~-"~ 
trr" T 
(Zechariah 4:7) 
Petersen sees 2.18 as the chronological axis on which his [Haggai's] activity turns 











rededication ritual. It was also the date that would mark the end of the deity's 
punitive measures (Petersen 1984:93). 
The agricultural activities referred to in 2.16-17 and 19 are epitomised as all the 
work of their hands in v.14 (Petersen 1984:95). 
Wolff 1988: impurity is contagious 
By using the word p (so) three times in 2.14 the prophet links this, people, this 
nation and every work of their hands to the condition of being in a state of impurity 
(Wolff 1988: 92): 
il~~~-"~ l~) ilJil~-C~~ .,~~( il!t.T .,'~t.T-l~) il!t.T-C~iJ l;:? '~t('~1 "~IJ 1.p~114 
tt(~il t(g~ C~ ~:J"}r~ '~~1 CV"'J~ 
(Haggai 2:14) 
Haggai's interpretation goes a step further than the priestly interpretation: 
... since the priests had only talked about the technical, cultic effect of 
contact with various objects by individual laymen in the context of the 
cult; whereas now the prophet condemns "this people" and "all the 
work of their hands (Wolff 1988:92). 
A number of views are held about the identity of this people. Wolff points out that 
the audience of 1:4-11; 2:3-9 and 2:15-19 are grouped together as this people by 
R. Ackroyd (1962), K. Koch (1967), H. G. May (1968), A. S. van der Woude (1982) 











Wolff does not see a distinction between 'this people' and 'this nation'. In both 
cases they are one and the same audience. Wolff identifies Haggai's audience as 
comprising the people who were known as the 'Samaritans'. The Samaritans were 
a mixed population who were the former residents of the Northern Kingdom and 
who had not been exiled. Subsequently they had intermarried with the new settlers 
who had been brought to what was now known as the Persian province of Samaria 
(formerly part of the Northern Kingdom of Israel) by the conquering Assyrians (ibid). 
These Samaritans practised a synchronistic religion worshipping both other gods 
and the God of Israel (2 Kings 17:29, 33) (Wolff 1988: 93). 
(2 Kings 17:29) 
cn'~ ~"~il-'W~ c"i~iT t!lewo!:) C",j.u ~"iT Cil"iT"'~-n~~ C"~'" ~"il il~il"-n~ 
T : •• :-:' - -:.: ': T .: ..... : '.': , .. : T T: .,' 
tCtBO 
T • 
(2 Kings 17:33) 
In Wolff's opinion, the Samaritans are the unclean people that Haggai rejected as 
being unclean in v.14. Wolff has difficulty in interpreting the scene because there is 
not enough information on the Samaritans in the Book of Haggai for him to make 
sense of what is happening. 
The possibility that the unacceptable may have comprised of the various religious 
factions mentioned in Trito-Isaiah is not an option for Wolff. 
The premise on which Wolff's argument rests is the idea that the terms i11ii ',Ji1 -











pronouns, they point to the people or audience under discussion in v.14. But Wolff 
has difficulty with his own interpretation since he has to admit that the two 
substantives ")i1 and l:llii1 are not usually used as synonyms since l:lli usually refers 
to people of a common ancestry and inner kinship while '" refers to a nation, in the 
political territorial sense (Wolff 1988:93) 
Wolff concludes: 
The judgement that the Samaritans are unclean is the prophetic 
interpretation of the priestly response to the second torah question 
(v.13). ... What is certain, however, is that the community of 
homecomers will, through the Samaritans, become 'unclean' (Wolff 
1988:94). 
Wolff's implementation of Rothstein's hypothesis 
In order for Wolff's argument to succeed at all, he adopts Rothstein's re-
arrangement of the order of the verses in the following sequence: 
1 : 1-14 ........................... 1 st ofthe 6th month ........... 29 August 
1 : 15a & 2: 15-19 ........... . 24th of the 6th month ........... 21 September 
1:15b -2:9 ................... 21 st of the 7th month .......... 17 October 
Wolff argues that: 
The present assignment of 2:15-19 to the 24th day of the 9th month (= 
December 18, 520; see 2:10 and 18b) is much too remote (by almost 










month (= August 29, 520). The report in 12a, 14 contradicts all too 
clearly the date given ... (1988:60). 
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This re-arrangement results in Haggai's dialogue with the priests (2.10-14) being 
moved after the oracle on the promise of abundance (2.15-19) since the completion 
of the Temple is a necessary condition before the abundance can ensue. Wolff 
supports Elliger's argument that the redactor moved the text to link the end of the 
economic hardships to the rejection of what he calls the Samaritans in 2:14 (Wolff 
1988:60). 
In further support of his argument Wolff refers to the prophetic scene-sketches used 
by the redactor to identify those who supported Haggai's appeal to rebuild the 
Temple as the whole remnant of the people (Wolff 1988:61). 
Wolff suggest that the withholding of blessing is as a result of the people not 
rebuilding the Temple, but in 2:14 he provides a second reason for unacceptability 
of the participants, they are the unclean Samaritans (Wolff 1988:67). 
The argument of the unacceptable "Samaritans" in Haggai 2.14 has its origin in J. 
Rothstein's work, Juden und Samaritaner. Die grundlegende Scheidung von 
Judentum und Heidentum. Eine kritische Studie zum Buche Haggai und zur 
judischen Geschichte im ersten nachexilischen (Jahrhundert, 1910) (1908). 
Rothstein's approach according to Pfeil (1986) 
Rothstein's interpretation of Haggai's dialogue with the priests in Haggai 2:10-14 is 











These changes necessitate a rearrangement of the historical background depicted 
in Ezra 4:1-5 as described in my discussion on Wolff's commentary above (Pfeil 
1986:263). 
Rothstein places the arrival of Sheshbazzar, Joshua and Zerubbabel in Jerusalem 
during the reign of Cyrus c. 538 BCE. After the foundations of the Temple were laid 
the enemies of JUdah (Ezra 4.1), and or people of the land (Ezra 4.4) stopped the 
reconstruction work. 
t"~}~~ 'v'~ ir~ir'~ ":t'v C'~i~ ir7i~tT '~~-'~ lQ~1=;l~ ir7~ir; 'j¥ ~l'9~~j 
(Ezra 4:1) 
tni:9? C\liK C'?tI;9~ ir7~ir;-C~ '1; C'~j9 rj~v-C~ 'i}~J 
(Ezra 4:4) 
Work on the Temple recommenced in the second year of the reign of Darius, 520 
BCE. At this time Haggai and Zechariah were active in Jerusalem and as a result of 
their exhortations the people were encouraged to recommence construction work 
on the Temple (Ezra 5.1-22). Again they encountered opposition to the work (Ezra 
5.3-6.12; 6.13-22), but in spite of this the work was completed four years later (Pfeil 
1986:263). Throughout his hypothesis Rothstein considers the enemies of Judah 
and Benjamin to be the Samaritans, and he based his argument on Ezra 4.1 (Pfeil 
1986:263). 
From this Rothstein argues that the people condemned by Haggai in his discourse 
with the priests in 2.10-14 are in fact unclean people who are unfit for any type of 











Haggai 2.14 do not refer to the people of Judah but to the Samaritans. According to 
Rothstein's view, the words of encouragement spoken to Zerubbabel (Haggai2.4), 
when seen in relation to Ezra 4.3 meant that the governor must have the courage 
to reject the Samaritans (ibid). 
c.p-":r P!ql "i'~tr ltf::>tr P7¥iii;-lf .p~iii; P!ql ii~ii;-C~t ,,~~~! P!q ii~.p: 
tni14:1-¥ ii~ii; C~t c~~~ .,~~-.,~ ~tD~l ii~ii;-C~t r:J~o 
Haggai 2:4 
tD:Ji::> 1,:?~tr ~j~~ ,~~~ ,,~~~: "i]'~ ii~ii"~ il~=t~ 'Ij~ ~jry~~ .,~ ~j"i]'14:? 
tO~~-1':?9 
Ezra 4:3 
Following Rothstein's hypothesis, numerous Biblical scholars, such as Sellin 
(1922), Von Rad (1965), Elliger (1967), Beuken (1967) and Wolff (1988) assume 
that this nation and this people refer to the Samaritans and their 'immoral' cult (Pfeil 
1986:268-269). 
According to Pfeil, Sellin2 (1922) is of the opinion that the foundations of the 
Temple were not laid on the 24th of the 9th month (Haggai 2:18) but rather on the 
date mentioned in Haggai 1.15 namely the 24th of the fih month (Pfeil 1986:267). 
Ci!ttr-V~( .,~.,t¢~~ ii~~!~: C"}~~ Ci!t~ il~-?9~ ii!tr Cil!tr-l~ C~=t~( 14:r~C"q, 
tC~:J:J" ~C.,tD ii'ii"-"~"ii 't:).,-,tD14: 
-.":-: ,. T: - •• --.. -:-: 
Haggai 2:18 













The Redactor had excluded the report of Zerubbabel's laying the foundations of the 
Temple on the 24th day of the sixth month to avoid contradicting the Chronicler's 
account in Ezra 3.18 which dates the laying of the foundation of the Temple to the 
second year of Cyrus. The problem of the irregularity was wonderfully solved by 
Rothstein's re-arrangement of the text to the following: 
• 1.12-15 The people obey the Lord's command and are given the 
reassurance from Haggai that God will be with them. 
• 2.15-19 Haggai again brings a further message of reassurance and promise 
of blessings and abundance. 
• 2.10-19 Haggai directs his discourse to the priests, concluding with his 
pronouncement on the uncleanness of the people. (The unclean people and 
nation in 2.14 refer to the Samaritans.) (Pfeil 1986:267). 
According to Beuken (1967), the trend among commentators of the 20th century 
was to maintain that the returnees from exile were rejected because they were in 
an unclean state as a consequence of the destruction of the Temple. Rothstein's 
hypothesis changed this view, and by rearranging the text he can conclude that the 
unclean people must be the Samaritans (Pfeil 1986:270). 
Rothstein sees the reference to the former splendour of the Temple in Haggai 2.3 
as referring to a comparison between the First Temple and the semi-completed 











inK c.,~, c~~ il9~ litDK":1v i'i:J=?~ il~iJ n:~iJ-n~ il~~ ,~~ '~~~iJ C~:t .,~ 
tC~"~" ~~ r~f ~j(O~ Ki"n il'!l.t' 
(Haggai 2:3) 
Rothstein's thesis (based on a circular argument) remained popular until Koch 
(1967) and May (1968), working independently, successfully repudiated it (Pfeil 
1986:272). 
Koch's study concludes that 2.10-19 is a unity and so the audience addressed in 
vv.15-19 are the same people who are addressed in v. 14, namely the people of 
Judah (ibid). 
There has been a certain amount of confusion in the past by scholars who work 
with the English translation of the Book of Haggai. These interpreters view holiness 
as synonymous with cleanness and consider sin and profanity to be identical to 
defilement. Consequently, v.14 is seen to be a moral judgement and the iniquity of 
the people to be that they stalled in building the Temple. Koch throws some light on 
the interpretation of v14 and elucidates that: 
the phrase 'it is unclean' in verse 14 is a fixed expression of priestly 
terminology expressing a declaration about the sphere of 
uncleanness. It does not refer to an ethical quality or religious 
confession (Koch3 1967:62). 
Uncleanness or impurity (tII1.Jto) is the opposite of purity and not of holiness (rv1p). 
According to the Collins Thesaurus it would be acceptable to use immoral as an 











antonym for tD1p would be '?n (profane or wicked) (Brown, Driver &Briggs electronic 
ed.). 
Koch can therefore conclude that the uncleanness of the people in v.14 does not 
necessarily imply immoral behaviour at all (Pfeil 1986:272). Things or people are 
unclean if they have been contaminated by something that is unclean such as a 
corpse. Verse 14 has nothing to do with immoral behaviour. 
Koch's argument leads Pfeil to conclude that the elite as well as the locals are in 
fact unclean because they do not have an unspoiled sanctuary where a complete 
cleaning would be possible (ibid). 
Arguing against Rothstein's hypothesis regarding his alternative arrangement of the 
text in the Book of Haggai, Koch and Pfeil refer to the Scroll of the Twelve, c. 
C.E.135 which was discovered in the caves of Murabba'at and include two 
fragments of Haggai 1.12 -2.10 and 2.12-23. The Scroll of the Twelve confirms that 
the text of the Book of Haggai is not at variance with the Massoretic Text or the 
Septuagint with regard to the order of the verses in the text (Hildebrand 1989: 157). 
Hildebrand's exposition of 2.14 
Haggai's dialogue with the priests occurred exactly three months after the building 
operations on the Temple ruins began (Hildebrand 1989:161). Hildebrand mentions 
this because he needs to indicate that there is no direct link between the building of 












the Temple and the uncleanness of the people. It is not that the two are unrelated; 
they have an indirect relationship. 
That is how this people and that is how this nation looks 
Verse 14 has evoked much discussion among biblical scholars about the identity of 
this people ... this nation (Hildebrand 1989:161). 
Hildebrand sees no indication of any other group than the Jewish remnant being 
addressed in the Book of Haggai and therefore contends that nation and people 
both refer to the same group of people (Hildebrand 1989:163). He bases his 
argument on the assumption that iTjiJ Cl-ViT referred to in 1.2. are the same as iT.)iJ Cl-ViT 
referred to in 2.14 (Hildebrand 1989:162). 
Rudolph4 disagrees and considers iT.)iJ 'i~iJ -p to be the Samaritans and not the 
people in Jerusalem (iT.)iJ Cl-ViT) (Hildebrand 1989: 162). Rudolph makes a philological 
analysis of the text and observes that "there" has no antecedent and accordingly 
translates, "where they offer", i.e., the temple site, is unclean. 5 
When the adverb ClrD is preceded by the relative particle "rD~ with one or more words 
between it, it usually takes the meaning where6. 
4 W.J. Rudolph, Chronikbucher (HAT; TObingen:J.C.B. Mohr 1955:45-50. 
51bid 
6 Brown, F., Driver, S. R., & Briggs, C. A. 1997. Hebrew-English Lexicon of the Old 
Testament. Edited by Richard Whitaker (Princeton Theological Seminary). Text 












And so, too, the work of their hands 
The main form of livelihood in and around Jerusalem was farming and a large 
percentage of the population derived their income from this type of employment. 
This leads Hildebrand to conclude that all the work of their hands refers to the 
various agrarian activities in addition to the reconstruction work that they were 
completing on the ruined Temple (ibid). 
Whatever they offer there is defiled 
A person who has come into contact with a corpse is unclean and therefore 
anything he or she touches becomes unclean (Lev 22.4-6): 
.p~·~iJ) 'iJ~: ,~~ ,.p "~N·" N? C"~~~~ :q iN .p~,¥ N~il) l'n~ l''J!Q W"~ W"~ 
tl"t-n:J.~tD ~~QC N~r-I-'tDN W"N iN WEl~-NC~-"~::J. 
-T -: ............ -: ......... : T: 
".~( i"-N9~: ,~~ C~~=t iN i"-N9~: ,~~ r~~-"~~ l'~: ,~~ W"~-iN 
tinNC~ ,.. : ... 




Haggai addressed the priests on the last day of the feast of Succoth, that is, the 
21 st of Tishrei (the seventh month) (2.10). This, according to Rudolph means that 
all the sacrifices brought during the first six days of Succoth must have been 
acceptable. His argument is based on the assumption that God was with them as 
indicated in 1.13-14, which promises the audience God's reassurance of being with 











P7¥iil~-r~ ~~iil~ tr~'-n~) il7~il~ ntr~ "~"t:1(~-1~ "~~~r tr~'-n~ il~il~ '~!j 
niK:t¥ il~il~-n":;;:p iltK'flt ~fD~~j ~K·:J!j C~iJ n"}~~ .,.:;, tr~'-n~) "i'~iJ lij:;'iJ 
El :Cil"il"?K 
(Haggai 1 :13-14) 
.. .. . ... . .. 
In short, Rudolph's interpretation of verse 14 leads him to conclude that the root of 
the contamination problem lay with the unclean temple site and not with the people 
as such (Hildebrand 1989:163). The sacrifices were unacceptable because the 
altar itself was unclean. 
Hildebrand discounts Petersen and Rudolph's argument of the unclean temple site 
as being the cause of the ritual impurity (uncleanness) that contaminated the 
sacrifices that were offered there. 
If Rudolph's explanation is to be accepted then it would make sense also to adopt 
Petersen's kalD ritual for the purification of the Temple previously described in this 
chapter. 
This does not automatically mean that the altar had not been purified prior to this 
since we hear of sacrifices being brought to the altar way back in the days of 
Gedaliah shortly after the destruction of the First Temple: 
C"-:t~:t ".v.~P11i?! "1Jr~lt tD"~ C"~C~ li'lt·tBQ~ i"~Q C~~Q C"~~~ ~K':J!j 
:il'il" n"!lK":Jil" C'''!l illi:J"~ ilnlC1 c",,'~nc~ 












The purification of the Temple foundations and the purification of the altar need not 
be understood as being synonymous. The rite that was performed in the Ancient 
Near East does not specifically mention the sacrificial kalO altar that would usually 
be outside the Temple building, but most likely on the Temple grounds. The 
procedure for the purification of the sacrificial altar is set out in Ezekiel 43.18-257 
(Hildebrand 1989: 163). 
Hildebrand's argument for ethical holiness 
Hildebrand asserts that it is not altogether obvious from the text that the questions 
Haggai asked of the priest were about determining ritual holiness (Hildebrand 
1989: 163). Haggai's motive lies on a deeper level. What the people were failing to 
do was ethically incorrect rather than being ritualistically at fault. 
It is not the altar or temple site that contaminates and requires a ritual, but rather all 
the works of their hands, that is, everything the people do. 
7 18Then he said to me: 0 mortal, thus said the Lord GOD: These are the 
directions for the altar on the day it is erected, so that burnt offerings may be 
offered up on it and blood dashed against it. 19you shall give to the levitical priests 
who are of the stock of Zadok, and so eligible to minister to Me-declares the Lord 
Goo-a young bull of the herd for a sin offering. 20you shall take some of its blood 
and apply it to the four horns [of the altar], to the four corners of the base, and to 
the surrounding rim; thus you shall purge it and perform purification upon it. 21lhen 
you shall take the bull of sin offering and burn it in the designated area of the 
Temf,le, outside the Sanctuary. 
2 On the following day, you shall offer a goat without blemish as a sin offering; 
and the altar shall be purged [with it] just as it was purged with the bull. 23When you 
have completed the ritual of purging, you shall offer a bull of the herd without 
blemish and a ram of the flock without blemish. 240ffer them to the LORD; let the 
griests throw salt on them and offer them up as a burnt offering to the LORD. 
5Every day, for seven days, you shall present a goat of sin offering, as well as a 











The context of Haggai, chapter one, places the people within an agricultural 
environment, linking their labour to the agricultural offering that they bring 
(Hildebrand 1989: 163). The prophet is not making a value judgement on their 
farming activities, but on the way in which they conducted their business. 
Generally speaking, all the prophets of the Hebrew Bible had a common element in 
the message they brought. This common element was the call for obedience to the 
God of Israel. Haggai is no exception. 
The prophet's call to obedience occurs in 1.4-8 when the audience is 
reminded of their obligation to rebuild the ruined Temple. Consequently: 
.,. rather than the uncleanness of an unfinished temple being passed 
on to the people, the prophet must intend the uncleanness of the 
people being transmitted to the cult, indeed to all the work of their 
hands (Hildebrand 1989:164). 
In verse 17, the people are again reminded of their disobedience: 
.,~~ C~~~-r~) C~"'J~ il~~Q-"~ n~ i~f;11ii'~~;11i5l'JUP;}' C~~~ .,t:1"~iJ 
!iliil"-CN~ 
T: ••• : 
(Haggai 2:17) 
Their wrongdoing is named - the prophet calls it all the works of your hands. It is 
what they are doing or fail to be doing with their hands that was being punished. 
The accusation is not specified and it is not only levelled at their failure to 
reconstruct the Temple (v.17). 











The bottom line is a call for repentance (Hildebrand 1989: 165). Haggai follows in 
the line of all the previous prophets of the Hebrew Bible. So, for example, 
Zechariah, Haggai's contemporary, exhorts the people in the eighth month 520 
BeE, a month after Haggai's oracle (2.1-9) He also calls the people to repentance 
and exhorts them to stop their wrongful acts (Hildebrand 1989: 165): 
n;=?J#--l#- n;~~r"~ n~n;-1~7 n;iJ tDJ;~'( C;t:l~ n~~~ '~'Q~tr tD,'n~ 
tiOK' K':;1~tr i'1.y-l#-
t9~i? C~'Oi:J~r"~ n~n; 9~i? 
C;:""K :J~tDK' niK:J~ n,n' CK:J '''K ~:J~tD niK:J~ n,n' 10K if:;, Cn"K ti10K' 
': •• -: T: T: T: ... : -.. T: T: -T .: .. -: T:-T: 
tniK:J~ n,n' 10K 
T: T: - T 
n~n; 1Ql$ n":;, iOK, C'~"tDK}iJ C'~':;1~tr CtJ'7.lr~K~i? 1~~ c~,ti:J~~ ~'~E:1-"~ 
~:J'~P:iJ-K" lV~~ K', C'.y~iJ C~"(~Q~ C'.y~iJ C~';?~:rQ K~ ~:J~tD niK~¥ 
tn,n'-CK:J '''K 
T: .... : - •• 
(Zechariah 1:1-4) 
Haggai raised the question of uncleanness because he wanted to make his 
audience aware of their ethical responsibility to build the Temple (Hildebrand 
1989:163). 
The rebuilding of the Temple was a necessary requirement for enabling the proper 
fulfilment of cultic religious rituals. Hildebrand concludes that once this was 
established, the holiness of God would once again be present in the Temple and 











For a better understanding as to why Haggai calls for repentance and obedience, it 
is necessary to look again at the backdrop of his oracles. Apart from Zechariah, 
Trito-Isaiah was also a contemporary of the prophet Haggai. 
As previously mentioned in this dissertation, Rofe (1985:207) and other biblical 
scholars identify at least two groups of people who were living and worshipping in 
Jerusalem. The one group, which Rofe calls the wicked (that is the locals), were 
oppressing the poor and are described in Isaiah 66.3 as "priests" who offer human 
sacrifices in addition to sacrificing dogs and the blood of swine (ibid). 
It is not altogether clear why Haggai does not identify the perpetrators outright, or 
for that matter why Trito-Isaiah found it necessary to partially conceal their identity. 
To hazard a guess, it may have been wiser not to provoke the Persian rulers with 












The penultimate oracle of the prophet Haggai 
There must have been good reason for the prophets Isaiah, Haggai and Zechariah 
to circumscribe what they had to say about Zerubbabel the ruler of Yehud. 
Suggested reasons for this will be provided further on in this chapter. 
The 24th day of the ninth month of the 2nd year of Darius 
On the 24th day of the ninth month the prophet Haggai spoke three oracles. The 
first one occurs in 2.10 -14 and was directed at the priests. This oracle was 
discussed in the previous chapter of this dissertation. The second oracle was 
directed at the people in general and mainly comprises of promises of abundance 
which are to ensue. The third oracle will be discussed separately and is directed 
specifically at Zerubbabel. 
The promises of abundance 2.15-19 
"~"iJ411~~-"~ l~~-t:J~tD t:JJ~Q it'?J?9~ M!iJ t:Ji~iJ-1Q t:J~=t;( Kr~O"~ it'!l-P1 
!it~M" 
T : 
M,~e t:J"tt#Qq '1~~~ ::l~!iJ-"~ K~ M'~~ it\1:0) t:J""~~ n~'J~r"~ K~ t:J\1i"~Q 
!t:J",fD.t? itn"it~ 
•• T : T : 
,,~~ t:J~t;1~-l"~) t:J~"j: M~~~-"~ n~ ,,~;~ liP'~;~ liEJ'tt#~ t:J~t;1~ "t:'I':;:?i! 
tit~M"-t:JK~ 
T: .... : 
t:Ji~iJ-1Q( ".""~~~ M~~!~) t:J""~~ t:JiltQ M7J?9~ it!iJ t:JiltiJ-1Q t:J~=t;( ~r~O"~ 
tt:J:>::l::l" ~o"fD iJ~it"-":>"M 't:>"-'cDK 
'.':-: • T: - •• -.." '.'-: 
iJ!iJ t:JilliJ-1Q K~~ K? n;!iJ r~n lim.,o) iJ~~~iJ1 n~~iJ-'-P) iJ':IU~~ .t?j!iJ ,i.t?iJ 
t1'J~~ 











Meyers and Meyers: oracle of encouragement 
The abundant yield of grain and wine in 2.16 is contrasted with meagre harvest in 
1:6 and 1.9. 
t:jn,?-l"~: fDi::1t ir~=?~,?-l"~: in~ ir~~~,?-l"~) "i~~ to~~ N;01 ir~~iJ Ct1~j! 
m t::1~p~ 'i'¥-"~ ,:;:?t]~Q ,~t]~~iJ: i" 
(Haggai 1:6 ) 
niN:t¥ ir~ir: C~~ ir91~~ i::1 "t:1ry;J~) n:~iJ C~N;rr1 to.v~7 ir~i!) ir~~iJ-"~ ii~~ 
tin";,? fD"~ C"~~ Ct1~: ::1'JIJ N~ir-'~~ "t:l"~ l~~ 
(Haggai 1 :9) 
The return on their produce was 50 to 60 per cent less than what they had 
anticipated, indicating partial economic collapse rather than total loss (Meyers & 
Meyers 1987:61). The state of economic depression prior to the beginning of the 
reconstruction of the Temple is compared with the abundance that will flow once 
the building operations begin (v.19). 
The use of the date, the twenty-fourth of the ninth month, here indicates that it was 
an important day, and according to Meyers and Meyers its use here marks the day 
of the temple re-foundation ceremony (Meyers & Meyers 1987:63). 
10' is in the Pual form of the verb and connotes that the foundations are founded, 
are laid (Brown, Driver & Briggs electronic ed.). Meyers and Meyers reject the idea 
that 10' should be taken literally to mean that the Temple foundations were founded 
and prefers a symbolic interpretation because the Temple foundations were already 
in place. The actual foundations of the Temple would still have been intact since it 
is usual for a conquering army only to destroy that which stands above the surface 











The reference to the seed in the granary in v.19 indicates that there is a concern for 
grain to always be in the storehouse, either for eating or to be used for planting 
seed in the future. Meyers and Meyers understand this to be a rhetorical question 
concerning the status of grain in the storehouse (Meyers & Meyers 1987:64). A 
second rhetorical question follows in v.19 and is also related to agricultural 
produce. The fact that the vineyards, fig, pomegranate and olive trees are still 
standing indicates that they had survived the drought even thollgh their produce 
may have been deficient (Meyers & Meyers 1987:64). Pomegranates are not 
generally included amongst the basic foodstuff in the hill country surrounding 
Jerusalem, and this indicates, according to Meyers and Meyers, that there were 
signs of economic abundance (Meyers & Meyers 1987:65). 
Temples in Near Eastern typology were necessary to ensure affluence because the 
appeasement of the gods brought about prosperity. Haggai's use of imagery 
depicting plenitude reflects the typology used in the Ancient Near East (Meyers & 
Meyers 1987:65). 
Temples were seen as the source of agricultural plenty and fertility. They 
symbolized the presence of the god of the temple in Canaanite mythology as well 
as in Mesopotamian temple texts. Such a belief was an integral part of the Ancient 
Near Eastern worldview in which temple typology played an essential if not 











Sewer1 compared the promise of blessings in the book of Haggai to that of the 
neo-Sumerian temple hymns of Gudea of Lagash. Sewer translates a portion of 
the Gudea cylinder as follows: 
When the foundations of my temple will be laid, abundance shall 
come. The great fields shall bring forth for thee (fruit), (the waters of) 
the ditches and channels shall rise out of the fissures of the ground, 
whence the water no longer sprang forth, water shall spring forth. In 
Shumer oil shall be poured forth in abundance (quoted in Meyers & 
Meyers 1987:65). 
Haggai does not suggest that God can only be worshipped or approached in the 
temple at Jerusalem; perhaps because of the brevity of his utterances, Haggai has 
been misunderstood on this critical point (Meyers & Meyers 1987:66). 













The concluding oracle: 2:20-22 
The second message to Zerubbabel 
::,'oa(" win" iT.u~'a(' c"'fD.u~ "~n-"a( n"~tD iT,iT"-,:1, "iT", ..... - TT:-: ':',': -- ...... T: -: ':-
:rJt$::r-n~: c:~~tr-n~ w"~':l~ "~~ iOa(? iT'~iT;-ntr~ "~~~r"~ "o~ 
::r"~~') iT~:r':l~ "t:I~~::r: C:i~tr ni::)(rt~ P!"n "t:I,~~i:t: ni~'?rt~ a(~~ "t:I~~::r: 
:,"na( :1'n~ w"a( CiT":1~'" C"O~O ~"'" • T ......... : .. ..* ... ::.. : T: 
iT~iT;-C~~ ".,~.t' "~"t:I(~~-J:~ ,,~~~! 'Jnir~ nia(~¥ iT~iT;-C~~ a('iTtr Cilt~ 
~nia(~¥ iT~iT: c~~ "t:I':ltr~ 'J~-"~ C~i"~ 'J"t:lrt~) 
(Haggai 2:20-23) 
Speak to Zerubbabel the governor of Judah 
The oracle opens and is specifically addressed to one individual, namely 
Zerubbabel, the governor of Yehud. 
Zerubbabel the governor 
Ezra (5.3) refers to Tattenai as the one who carries the title of nn::l of the satrapy 
Eber-ha-Nahar (Beyond the river) which included Yehud. 
1~1 lijU;1n~1 "~\i:=J. 1IJt?1 i1'JO~-1~'p' nne .,~t;ltl lii1"? ~ ~O~ ~~9~-j:j~ 
:i1~~~~~ i1~7 ~~~~~l ~~.~7 i1~7 ~O~~ tJ'p'tp tJj~ tJtq-F~ tJh~ r"}9~ 
(Ezra 5:3) 
The possibility therefore exists that Zerubbabel may indeed not have been the 
official governor appointed by the Persians, but was seen as such by the 
inhabitants ofYehud (Meyers & Meyers 1987:xxxii). 
Uffenheimer supports the idea that Zerubbabel was not the officially appointed 











because of the position he held in their society and because of what he symbolised 
for them (1996:223). 
However, it is more likely that Tattenai was appointed governor of the satrapy 
Beyond the River and Zerubbabel of Yehud, a subdivision of the satrapy Beyond 
the River (Petersen 1984:24-25). There were at least twenty governors appointed 
by King Darius to govern the twenty satrapies that existed at that time (Meyers & 
Meyers, 1987:xxxviii). 
The role Zerubbabel plays in the Book of Haggai indicates that he was indeed the 
governor of Yehud and that he was recognized as such by Haggai's audience. The 
Book of Ezra also recognizes his status as the leader in Yehud, for although 
Tattenai questions his authority, the reply he receives from Darius indicates clearly 
that the King also recognised Zerubbabel as the governor: 
':;l'p'~ "1 ~:.=?9")~~ j;i1I;11~=?1 "~~;:;} 'IJtq i1'Ji:q-':;l.p, noe "~I;1tl jl}:P 
:i1~tl-F~ ;10 rp"TJ'J i1'J0~ 
11 ~07~rn"~ ~:.:r1i1~ "~fq~1 ~:.:r1i1~ noe 11 ~iJ7~rn"~ n,":;l.p,'t 1P~tq 
: rr'JI;1tC? l} ii:l~: 
(Ezra 6:6-7) 
Apocalypse! Haggai 2.21-22 
tr:)~o-n~: c:~~iJ-n~ td".~~~ "~~ iON,- n~~lil~-nlJ~ ~~~~r~~ ,.O~ 
iJ"~~·': n~~~~ "t:'I~~iJ: C:iJiJ ni~7~~ ptn "t:'I7~~iJ: ni~t~Q NQ?:P "t:'I~~o) 
n"nN :l'n~ td"N cn":l~·'~ C"O~O ~",,~ 












Berquist's view on the meaning of Warfare in 2.21-22 
The military images in the book of Haggai are often interpreted as a sign that God 
will conquer the Persians and other nations of the world who are the enemies of the 
people of God. It is also sometimes assumed that Zerubbabel will be the one who 
will reign as God's signet ring, but Berquist discounts any possibility of a rebellion 
led by Zerubbabel (Berquist 1995:67). 
The armies referred to in Haggai 2:6-9 should rather be seen as the Persian 
campaign against Egypt. The advancing armies would have made the inhabitants 
of Yehud nervous, as they would of necessity have gone through her territory 
(Berquist 1995:66). Berquist summarizes Haggai 2:6-9 as follows: 
1 God will shake the universe 
2 God will fill the temple with glory 
3 the temple's glory will be greater than that of earlier times 
4 this glory is related to silver and gold 
5 in the Second Temple God will provide peace (Berquist 1995:66). 
In Berquist's opinion it is not the armies of Yehud who will be victorious, for Haggai 
is referring to the Persian army and the glory the Second Temple will receive from 
the financial contributions made by the mighty Persian monarchy. Ultimately, 
according to Berquist, the Persian military campaign is the reason that the empire 
paid the community to rebuild the temple for the resources of the temples would 











The presence of the Second Temple would be the safeguard for the inhabitants of 
Yehud from being attacked by the Persian armies, because God declared that in 
this place I will give peace (Berquist 1995:66-67). 
Berquist continues his argument and states that God himself will shake the world 
(v. 21). It is not a rebellion by the people that will cause the catastrophe. God will 
protect his people while the army moves through. 
Berquist interprets the destruction of the kingdoms by the hand of God (v. 22) to not 
specifically refer to the Persian Empire but rather to the kingdoms of nations 
(Berquist 1995:67). 
The duplication of the concept kingdoms is a repetition of the concept nations and 
should be seen as a redundant plural (ibid). More than one nation is implied and 
not specifically one, namely the Persian Empire. It also does not indicate that 
Yehud will claim victory over a foreign army (Berquist 1995:68). 
The reference to Zerubbabel as the signet ring (v. 23) of God is understood by 
Berquist to imply that the puppet ruler, Zerubbabel, whose integrity and loyalty were 
above doubt by the Persians, could save Jerusalem from the ill effects of the 
Persian army moving through her on its way to Egypt (Berquist 1995:68). 
The theophany 
In his discussion of v.21 Petersen notes the close similarity between this verse and 











while the repetition of the content serves to accentuate his rhetorical line of 
reasoning (Petersen 1984:98). 
rj~iJ-n~) I:I;Q~tT-n~ W" ~':lQ "~~j K"iJ t!).p~ nr:r~ ,i.u niK:t~ i1~i1; 'Q~ i1'~ "~ 
ti1:J,ni1-nK' I:I lJi1-nK' 
TTT"." ".": T- " .. : 
(Haggai 2:6 ) 
trj~iJ-n~! I:I:Q~tT-n~ W" ~':lQ "~~ ,'CK2 i17':Ii1;-nr:r~ "~f~r"~ iC~ 
(Haggai 2:21) 
The theophanic description continues in v.7 and v.22 
(Haggai 2:7 ) 
iJ"~~") i1:t~':l~ "L:1~~iJ) 1:I;1~tT ni~(~Q prn "L:17Q~iJ! ni~~~Q K~~ "L:1=?~iJ) 
n"nK :J,n!l. W"K 1:Ii1":J~'" I:I"O~O ~"'" • T ...... : • • .... ::. :T: 
(Haggai 2:22) 
In contrast to Berquist, Petersen understands the distinct military slant in verse 22 
to refer to an army that will fight against the enemies of Judah; the nations will be 
overturned (1::li1) and destroyed ('OtD) (Petersen 1984:99). The redactor has drawn 
on a variety of images from the ancient Israelite language and traditions in verse 22 
such as holy war, the exodus, and prophecies against the other nations. In using 
such language, Haggai is able to foster the image of a prophet espousing the 
religion of an earlier period (Petersen 1984: 1 01). 
An eschatological event 
The theophany of Petersen becomes an eschatological event for Meyers and 











cause to quake or shake (Brown, Driver & Briggs electronic ed.) which indicates an 
eschatological dimension with political overtones (Meyers & Meyers 1987:66). 
Verse 22 indicates a direct intervention by God to overthrow the established rulers 
and is enclosed in eschatological terminology. Haggai expresses himself with 
powerful imagery, indicating his expectation for achieving political independence 
(Meyers & Meyers 1987:66-67. 
Meyers and Meyers continue their exposition of v.22 and translate lEli1 ... 1rJiD "to 
overthrow ... to destroy, to annihilate, to overthrow" (Brown, Driver & Briggs 
electronic ed.). 1rJiD can be used as a synonym for lEli1. lEli1 is repeated in the verse 
so that the tension mounts with "I will overthrow ... I will cause to be destroyed ... I 
will overthrow". There are further word pairs in this verse, such as r11J'?rJrJ ... Ct1:li1 
(the kingdoms ... the foreign nations) (Brown Driver & Briggs electronic ed.); and 
i1:JJirJ .... i1~:JJi (chariot ... charioteer). The image of the chariot is an indication of 
military dominance (Meyers & Meyers 1987:67). 
jJ"~?"~ i1:tf~9 "t:1?~iJ~ I:l:i~tr ni~(9Q P!"n "t:17Q~i!~ ni~79Q N~~ "t:1?~iJ~ 
t,"nN :J'n~ fD"N 1:li1":J~'" l:l"O~O ~"'" • T ...... : • • .... ::. : T: 
(Haggai 2:22) 
Wolff on the other hand relates the military upheaval depicted in w. 21-22 to the 
severe unrest in the Persian Empire following the death of Cambyses (Wolff 
1988:101). The instigation of the civil unrest in Babylon came about when Gaumata 
impersonated Cyrus' son Smerdis and claimed the throne of Persia for himself 











another with one impostor after the other claiming to be Smerdis (Wolff 1988: 104). 
The Behistun Inscriptions describe how Darius I had to contend with various lying 
kings before he was able to establish himself as the King of Persia (ibid). 
Wolff suggests that the people in Yehud may have hoped that the unrest would 
lead to the downfall of the Persian monarchy. Haggai may very well have meant 
that this would be the toppling of the kingdoms and nations (vv. 21-22) which 
would open the door for Zerubbabel to become the one who was chosen to rule in 












The promise to Zerubbabel 
iiJii;-C~~ ":r~P '~"I:1(~~-r~ ,~~~! 'Jnw~ niN~¥ ii~ii;-C~~ N~iiiJ Ci!l~ 
~niN~¥ iiJii; C~~ "I:1'IJ~ 'J~-":P CI.;Iin~ 'J"I:19f!;J 
(Haggai 2:23) 
The servant 1::1,1.) 
The additional title "my servant" is now added to the title of Zerubbabel son of 
Shealtiel while Haggai omits Zerubbabel's Persian title ilnEl. In the Hebrew Bible the 
title '1::1,1.) (my servant) is used to refer to someone who is in a special relationship 
with God, usually one of the prophets or a king of Israel such as Moses and David 
(Petersen 1984: 1 03). 
The omission of the title, governor, coupled with the reference to Zerubbabel's 
Davidic ancestry, implied that Zerubbabel was chosen as the one through whom 
salvation will come (Wolff 1988:104). However, there are no indications in the 
biblical text that Zerubbabel was planning, or was expected to be, subversive to 
King Darius (Wolff 1988:107). Nor did Haggai call for Zerubbabel to be involved in 
any forms of violence or armed struggle against the Persians, for God himself 
would act to disempower the other nations (Wolff 1988: 1 08). 
According to Wolff's understanding of the concept "saviour" or "messiah" he 
concludes that: 
It is an open linguistic question whether this new definition of the 
relationship [of Zerubbabel] to God should be considered as carrying 











Verhoef, on the other hand, argues that the concept of Zerubbabel becoming the 
messianic king is clearly implied. This will be achieved without Zerubbabel himself 
being involved in any form of rebellion against the Persian Empire; his success will 
come because God has selected him for this task (Verhoef 1987:146). 
Even though the tense of "1nptll (I will take you) in v.23 is indicative of the future, Qal 
imperfect tense, the oracle concludes with 'mn:::l (I have chosen you) in the (past), 
Qal perfect tense. The implication of the change in the tense is that God had 
already chosen Zerubbabel for a task that will come about at some future point in 
time (Petersen 1984:104). 
How should the authority given to Zerubbabel in 2.23 be understood? Rose argues 
that there are three possible ways to understand this verse that tells about the 
giving of the signet ring by God to Zerubbabel: 
(a) Zerubbabel is seen as a royal representative or as merely acting as God's 
representative (Rose 200:231-232); 
(b) The text alludes to the fact that Zerubbabel will become king (Rose 
2000:232); 
(c) Zetubbabel is seen as being a universal and eschatological ruler, a world 
ruler (Rose 2000:233). 
All three the above views also include by implication the concept of Zerubbabel 











The signet I:Jnin 
In addition, Zerubbabel is also given the title or function of being God' seal. In the 
Ancient Middle East, the seal was used to authenticate legal enactments, identify 
property, and authorize proxy. The only other time this symbol is used in a similar 
way in the Tanakh is by Jeremiah in his oracle to King Jehoiachin in which it is said 
that God will remove Jehoiachin from his hand as a signet ring (Wolff 1988:105): 
"~"Q~ ,~-~.p t:l~in il~~il~ 1'?~ C"i?~iil~-'~ ~il~~f il~~:-C~ .,~ il~il~-C~~ "~~r.,tr 
!1~k?~~ C~Q .,~ 
(Jeremiah 22:24) 
In doing this, God symbolically removed the kingship from King Jehoiachin (Conaih) 
and his descendants because of his evil ways. 
It is conceivable that Zerubbabel knew his grandfather King Jehoiachin and fully 
understood the significance of Haggai's oracle to him, namely that the curse on his 
family was annulled. 
There is an additional reference to Zerubbabel being like a signet on the right hand 
in the apocryphal Book of Sirach (Wolff 1988: 1 07): 
11 How shall we magnify Zorobabel? even he was as a signet on the 
right hand: 12 So was Jesus the son of Josedec: who in their time 
builded the house, and set up an holy temple to the Lord, which was 
prepared for everlasting glory (Sirach 49: 11-12). 
Commenting on the meaning of the signet ring with reference to King 











to Zerubbabel as meaning the re-implementation of the office of kingship 
(Rose 2000:236). There is no need to a priori assume that the seal (onm) 
imagery necessarily deals with kingship specifically in Haggai 2.23 even 
though it was used within this context in Jeremiah 22.24 (Rose 2000:236). 
Rose argues that in Haggai, A is not giving a signet ring to B, but A makes B like a 
seal, resulting in B becoming (like) a seal, or being treated like one (Rose 
2000:237). 
Although Haggai's oracle speaks of drastic and dramatic political changes there is 
an absence of any explicit reference to Zerubbabel as a descendant of King David 
or any other similar terminology indicating that Zerubbabel would become a king 
(Rose 2000:241). 
Petersen and Japhet disagree with Rose's assumption. Since the book opens by 
introducing Darius as the ruling monarch, it would be tantamount to inviting an open 
confrontation to conclude the book with a call to crown another as king. Hence the 
redactor is compelled to avoid more political terms such as king or prince, and 
reserves the title of "servant" for Zerubbabel, which has a special Significance in the 
Israelite tradition (Petersen 1984: 1 06). 
While Japhet2 states that Haggai does not explain, for what Zerubbabel was 
chosen, the context makes things clear: 
2 S. Japhet. 1982. Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel: Against the background of the historical and 










[F]rom what is described in the prophecy - the overthrow of the 
kingdoms of the nations as the first stage in the choosing of 
Zerubbabel - we may conclude that Haggai sees Zerubbabel as a 
king, whose kingdom is made possible by a change in the political 
structure (cited in Rose 2000:240). 
134 
Rose arrives at the following conclusion. The message of 2.23 is that God reminds 
Zerubbabel that he has chosen him to be his servant, and this choice is the ground 
for God's intervention to protect Zerubbabel in an impending cosmic upheaval 
which will have significant political ramifications. Zerubbabel need not fear or be 
anxious, because he will survive the catastrophe. Zerubbabel will not suffer the 
same fate as other political powers of the day (Rose 2000:242). 
Seal imagery (that is, not signet n.li::ll!l) , is used in the Hebrew Bible and in the 
Ancient Near East in various contexts to evoke the idea of special care or 
protection for a person who has a high personal value for someone. The use of this 
imagery in a variety of contexts suggests that kingship is not essential to the image. 
God's promise to Zerubbabel should therefore be interpreted as comprising special 
protection for God's chosen servant at a time of substantial changes in the political 
landscape. It leaves no toom to call Haggai's final oracle royal or messianic. In the 
absence of other oracles dealing with the theme of kingship in Haggai, Rose 
concludes that one cannot tell what Haggai's expectations concerning the 











The least Rose can say is that whatever line one chooses to adopt, the text in v. 23 
has definite royal overtones and possibly even that the kingship or leadership role 
of Zerubbabel is at stake (Rose 2000:239). 
The text then tells us that Zerubbabel will be the representative of God and alludes 
to the fact that he (Zerubbabel) will become the ruler of the world (Rose 2000:230). 
Nonetheless, Rose's conclusion does not explain the mysterious 













What did the locals hope for? 
It may be deduced from the writings of Trito-Isaiah that the locals living in 
Jerusalem after the devastation of the Babylonian conquest slowly picked up their 
lives and continued in much the same way as they had done before, but without the 
infrastructure of the monarchy and the temple. People still went up to Jerusalem to 
offer sacrifices and it can be assumed that they spoke about the First Temple and 
shared their hopes of rebuilding the Temple. 
It is apparent, as in any society, that leaders would have emerged among them and 
taken up their administrative positions as local community leaders. The Persian 
government, in fact, was in favour of local leaders continuing with their roles, on 
condition that they did not display any signs of disloyalty towards the Persian King. 
And yet, they must have dreamed of the day when they would be free from their 
oppressors. 
Sheshbazzar 
As mentioned previously, the first returnees from exile in Babylon arrived under the 
leadership of Sheshbazzar. According to the account related in Ezra 5.11-16, King 
Cyrus himself gave back the treasures that had been looted from the Temple by the 
Babylonians, to Sheshbazzar and charged him to rebuild the temple in Jerusalem 
on the same site where Solomon's Temple stood (Japhet 1991b:214). Verses 14-
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(Ezra 5:11-16) 
Sheshbazzar was unable to complete his task and no reason is given as to why he 
failed or to what happened to him (Japhet 1991 :218). It could be that someone had 
stopped him in his tracks or that he mysteriously disappeared. If this was the case, 
then one can assume that there were other religious parties active in Jerusalem 
who did not welcome Sheshbazzar's intrusion. 
The cause of the tensions around the re-building of the Temple 
It would not be unrealistic to think that although the locals looked forward to the day 
the Temple would be rebuilt, they had something in mind which was similar to the 
First Temple. What they had hoped for was not necessarily a similarity in the 
outward appearance of the Temple building. With the arrival of Sheshbazzar, it 
became apparent that he was intent on instituting a Temple which would serve the 











taxes and the trading of produce; such things that Persia needed to supply her 
mighty armies on the move. That the Temple also fulfilled a religious role was not of 
much importance to the Persian regime. In fact, they were the benefactors who 
were liberating the people that had been oppressed by the Assyrians and 
Babylonians. In the eyes of the locals, Sheshbazzar was not what they had 
expected and he was not welcome. 
There is no record of someone appointed as governor in Sheshbazzar's place until 
we read of the arrival of Zerubbabel who had also come to rebuild the Temple in 
Jerusalem. Zerubbabel arrived together with Joshua ben Jehozadak, the high 
priest. It was not going to be so easy to dismiss Zerubbabel, for he had the support 
not only of the Persian king but also of the priesthood. Rejecting the political 
leadership of Zerubbabel, the puppet governor of Persia, was one thing, but to 
reject the priests belonging to the tribe of Levi who are descended from Zadok 
(Ezekiel 43.19) was an entirely different matter. The priests were not the puppets of 
the Persians, they were the servants of the God of Israel. 
if!if~ "~',~ C~~ .,'?~ C"~'P:'ij pi,;C ,Uj!Q Ccr ,~~ C~!(ij C"~rr~ij-"~ if1!'EJ~! 
tnN~Ij( 'i?~-1#- ,~ .,~O!~( 
{Ezekiel 43:19) 
It is evident from the writings of Trito-Isaiah that there were different religious sub-
cults active in and around Jerusalem who were also not too keen to give up their 
status, but the rejection of the high priest was not something that had happened 











The disappearance of Zerubbabel 
Once the Temple reconstruction was complete, the governor Zerubbabel was no 
longer welcome among the locals. The descendant of David, of whom both Haggai 
and Zechariah entertained messianic expectations, was proving to be somewhat of 
a disappointment. Zerubbabel, who had been raised in Babylon, and who had 
assimilated sufficient of the Persian culture to win the approval of the Persia King 
was clearly not going to be the messiah they had dreamed of. 
It would appear from the account in 1 Esdras, chapter 4, that Zerubbabel was a 
friend of Darius. If any harm should befall him, the king would surely punish the 
perpetrators. It would therefore not be unrealistic to surmise that they could not 
afford to kill Zerubbabel outright. The solution was, in fact, that Zerubbabel had to 
disappear in such a way as not to arise any suspicions as to what had happened to 













Haggai called upon the people of his time to rebuild the Temple of Jerusalem. This 
reflected not only the hopes of the inhabitants of Yehud but also of those who were 
still in galut. The complexity of the situation, both political and religious, is not 
immediately evident in the Book of Haggai and an attempt has been made in this 
dissertation to explain why there was so much tension around the reconstruction of 
the Temple. 
It had become impossible for the people of Yehud to re-create things they way the 
were before the conquest of Judah. Things would never again be the way they 
were before the exile. The destruction of the First Temple marked the end of an era 
in Jewish history. The Second Temple could not function in an identical way as the 
first had done and the main reason for this was that the Jerusalem Temple was no 
longer linked or coupled with the descendants of King David. The "dream" of having 
Zerubbabel the 1']9 assume this role came to naught. 
The prophet Haggai was the main link between the people living in Yehud who 
were anti-Persian, those returning from galut who were pro-Persian and the Persian 
regime. By successful use of rhetoric, Haggai was able to convince all the main role 
players of the need to rebuild the Temple of the God of Israel in Jerusalem. This 
was indeed a difficult task during difficult times. 
After taking a brief look at the fall of the Judean monarchy and destruction of the 
Temple cult, I have given a survey of conditions in Judah, which became known as 











as to reasons as to why a foreign king would want to restore the religious order of 
the people which he had subjugated. It became clear that this interest in temple 
restoration was a political ploy used by the Persian rulers in order to gain popularity 
and especially the loyalty of their subjects. 
Aside from the Persian ruler's interest in the temple their were those who were left 
in Judah who also had a dream of restoring the temple. Now for the first time they 
could gain the upper hand in the political as well as religious leadership roles after 
the collapse of the monarchy established by David. With this came the rise of 
political and religiously orientated factions who came into direct conflict with the 
returning exiles. The exiles came with the intent of re-establishing the temple cult 
as well as with the idea of regaining their leadership positions in Yehud be it as 
servants of the Persian king. 
It is to this audience of returned exiles as well as the locals that the prophet Haggai 
addresses his messages. Haggai recognised that the chance had come for the re-
establishment of the Temple of the God of Israel. He addressed the people and 
especially Zerubbabel the scion of David as well as Joshua the descendant of 
Zadok since these two men represented the old order as well as having gained the 
blessings of the Persian king. 
Noticeable elements of political and religious strain that are conspicuous in the 











Once he could see that the reconstruction of the Temple was under the way Haggai 
turned his hopes to Zerubbabel with the idea that someone from the House of 
David would be able to also restore the monarchy. 
It was possible to discern that Haggai still harboured some displeasure with his 
audience in his address to the priests. 
Just as his audience could hope for a new leadership the book comes to a 
somewhat sudden end. There is nothing heard or said of the governor of Yehud, 
Zerubbabel, again. 
In this dissertation my underlying argument was that Zerubbabel did in fact 
mysteriously disappear and that those who knew where they had taken him were 
too afraid of reprisals from the Persian regime in much the same way as those who 
had removed Gedaliah as governor of Judah were afraid of reprisals from the 
Babylonian regime (Jeremiah 40.2). 
In his main argument, however Haggai does succeed in winning the support of the 
people and the Second Temple came into being. Haggai leaves the reader with the 
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